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Algebras of dihedral, semidihedral, and quaternion type were introduced by K. 
Erdmann as a generalization fblocks of finite groups of tame representation type. 
In a series of papers Erdmann gave a description of the Morita equivalence lasses 
of these algebras. The aim of the present article is to present a classification of 
algebras of dihedral, semidihedral, and quaternion type up to derived equivalence. 
As an application we can show that all basic algebras in Erdmann's list are actually 
of tame representation type. © 1999 Academic Press 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In order to study the algebraic structure of block algebras of finite 
groups with tame representation type, Erdmann introduced more generally 
the classes of algebras of dihedral, semidihedral, and quaternion type. 
These algebras are essentially defined in terms of their stable 
Aus lander-Re i ten quivers (the precise definitions are recalled later). Erd- 
mann classified them up to Morita equivalence; i.e., she gave a list of basic 
algebras (explicitly given by quivers with relations) such that any algebra of 
dihedral, semidihedral, or quaternion type is Morita equivalent o one of 
the algebras in this list [4, pp. 294-306.] 
We will be interested in derived equivalences among the algebras of 
dihedral, semidihedral, and quaternion type. More precisely, the aim of 
this paper is to give a classification of these algebras up to derived 
equivalence. We will succeed in giving a complete list of representatives of
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the derived equivalence classes, with two (minor) aspects left open. First, 
in the semidihedral case we could not finally decide whether or not two 
families contain derived equivalent algebras (see Remark 4.4 for details). 
Second, as in the Morita classification the problem remains that for some 
algebras undetermined scalars occur in the relations. 
However, studying derived equivalences even leads in some cases to a 
better understanding of those families of algebras in Erdmann's list for 
which the relations could not be determined completely. An example can 
be found in Section 4.1 where a more precise presentation for algebras of 
type SD(2L42) 3(in the notation of [4]) is now given. This new presentation 
was actually predicted by our calculations with tilting complexes (and then 
confirmed by different methods; see Proposition 4.2). 
As the main application we address the following problem [1, Q4.3], 
which remained open in Erdmann's work: Are all algebras of Erdmann' s list 
actually tame? For some of the algebras this could be shown by using 
degenerations. By bringing derived equivalences into the game, we can 
now answer this question affirmatively. 
One of the properties of algebras of dihedral, semidihedral, and quater- 
nion type is that they have at most three simple modules [4, VI.3, VII.3, 
VIII.10]. For local algebras the notion of derived equivalence does not give 
any new insight. In fact, local algebras which are derived equivalent are 
even Morita equivalent. And a classification of local tame algebras was 
given by Ringel [14]. For the precise statement of the Morita classification 
of the local algebras of dihedral, semidihedral, and quaternion type, see 
[4, III.l.] 
Hence, we concentrate here on algebras with two or three simple 
modules. It turns out that in these cases we find a lot of derived equivalent 
algebras which are not Morita equivalent. 
In Section 3 we deal with algebras of dihedral type and classify them up 
to derived equivalence. The same is done for algebras of semidihedral type 
in Section 4 and for algebras of quaternion type in Section 5. As an 
application we address the question of tameness in Section 6. 
2. DERIVED EQUIVALENCES 
In this section we set some notation and collect those facts on derived 
equivalences which are needed in later sections. 
Let K be an algebraically closed field (of arbitrary characteristic). All 
algebras in this article will be finite-dimensional K-algebras. All modules 
are finitely generated left modules. The corresponding module category 
for a K-algebra A is denoted by A-rood. Let Dt'(A-mod) be the derived 
category of bounded complexes over A-mod and denote by Kt'(PA) the 
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homotopy category of bounded complexes of finitely generated projective 
A-modules. If for finite-dimensional algebras A, F the derived categories 
Db(A-mod) and Db(F-mod) are equivalent as triangulated categories, then 
A and F are called der&ed equit~alent. By a theorem of Rickard [12, 6.4], 
this happens exactly if there exists a complex Q in Kb(PA) (called a tilting 
complex) with the properties 
° HomK,,(Q, Q[i]) = 0 for i ¢ 0 (where [-] denotes the shift functor), 
• add(Q), the full subcategory of Kh(Pa) consisting of direct sum- 
mands of direct sums of copies of Q, generates Kb(PA) as a triangulated 
category, 
such that the endomorphism ring End,:b(Q) is isomorphic to the opposite 
algebra F °p (not F as stated in [12] as we are working with left modules 
instead of right modules). 
So the strategy toward a classification of algebras of dihedral, semidihe- 
dral, and quaternion type is to construct "enough" tilting complexes for 
these algebras and to compute their endomorphism rings. 
It is useful first to observe that the classes of algebras of dihedral, 
semidihedral, and quaternion type are closed under derived equivalences. 
Without giving the precise definitions we can say that an algebra A is of 
one of these types if 
° A is symmetric, indecomposable, and tame; 
° the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver of A has a certain structure; 
° the Cartan matrix of A is nonsingular. 
This rather vague "definition" suffices to show 
PROPOSITION 2.1. I f  algebras A, F are derit~ed equivalent and A is of 
dihedral (resp. semidihedral, quatemion) type, then so is F. 
Proof. Algebras derived equivalent o symmetric algebras are them- 
selves symmetric [13, 5.3]. 
An algebra derived equivalent o an indecomposable algebra is itself 
indecomposable. (In fact, an algebra is indecomposable if and only if its 
center is a local ring, and the isomorphism type of the center is a derived 
invariant [12, 9.2].) 
Derived equivalent symmetric (even self-injective) algebras are stably 
equivalent [11, 2.2]. In particular, the structure of the stable Auslander- 
Reiten quiver will be the same. 
The Cartan matrices of derived equivalent algebras have the same 
elementary divisors. In particular, nonsingularity is preserved under a 
derived equivalence. 
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So we are done if we can show that tameness is preserved under a 
derived equivalence. As this fact is of interest in its own right, we state it 
separately. The necessary restriction to self-injective algebras does not 
matter for our purposes as the algebras of Erdmann's list are even 
symmetric. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. I f  tWO self-injective algebras are derived equivalent, 
then they have the same representation type. 
Proof By a result of Rickard, derived equivalent self-injective algebras 
are stably equivalent [11, 2.2]. And a recent result of Krause states that 
stably equivalent algebras have the same representation type [9]. | 
We will often need to compute Cartan invariants of the endomorphism 
rings of tilting complexes. This can be done conveniently by the following 
alternating sum formula. For an algebra A let Q = (Qr)r~ z and R = 
(R'), ~ ~ be bounded complexes of projective A-modules. Then 
( - 1) '  dim~c HomKb(A)(Q, R[ i ] )  = • ( - 1) r-" 
i r , s  
dim K HomA(Q r, R')  
(2.3) 
(for a proof see Sections III.1.3 and III.1.4 of [7]). Note that if 
HomKqA~(Q, R[ i ] )= 0 for i¢  0 (e.g., for direct summands of tilting 
complexes), then the left-hand side reduces to dim K HomKb(A)(Q, R) and 
the right-hand side can easily be computed using the Caftan matrix of A. 
3. DERIVED EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF 
ALGEBRAS OF DIHEDRAL TYPE 
We recall from [4, VI.2.1] that a K-algebra A is said to be of dihedral 
type if 
® A is symmetric and indecomposable; 
• the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver of A consists of the following 
components: 
(i) tubes of rank 1 and 3, the number of 3-tubes being at most 2, 
(ii) nonperiodic omponents of tree class A~ or A1,2; 
° the Cartan matrix of A is nonsingular. 
A list of the corresponding basic algebras can be found in [4, pp. 
294-297] (but for the convenience of the reader the definitions of all the 
algebras will be given in this section). The aim_ of this section is to describe, 
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based on Erdmann's work, the derived equivalence classes of algebras of 
dihedral type. (As for the Morita equivalence classes, in the case of two 
simple modules our classification is only complete up to scalars occuring in 
the relations.) 
3.1. Algebras of Dihedral Type with Two Simple Modules 
For any integer k > 1 and c = 0 or 1 let D(2~)k(c)  be the K-algebra 
defined by the quiver 
 c0. .1 (4k 2k) 
2k k+l  ' 
3' 
with relations 7/3 = O, a*- = c(a/3,/) k, (a/3,/) k = (/3,/a) ~. 
For any integers k > 1, s > 1, and e = 0 or 1, let D(2~)~"(c )  be the 
K-algebra defined by the quiver 
/3 
3' 
4k 2k ) 
2k k+s  ' 
with relations fib = 0, BY = 0, ,//3 = 0, oz 2 = c(o~/3y) k, (a/3,/) k = (/3`/~) k, 
(`/a/3) k = rfl. (Note that for s = 1 this definition gives D(2d)k(c),  but we 
also included this case for technical reasons.) 
If A is any algebra of dihedral type with two simple modules, then A is 
Morita equivalent to one of the algebras defined previously [4]. The main 
result of this section is a description of the derived equivalence classes. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. I f  A is an algebra of dihedral type with two simple 
modules, then there exist k >_ s >_ 1 and c ~ {0, 1} such that A is derived 
equivalent to D(2~)k's(c).  For different parameters k' > s' >_ 1 the algebra 
D(2 2)  ~'" S' ( c ) represents a different derived equivalence class. 
Remark. We have stated the proposition for the algebras as defined in 
the list at the end of Erdmann's book [4], i.e., including the scalars 
c e {0, 1}. But note that the problem of scalars is solved in this dihedral 
case. In fact, by [4, V!.8.1, and VI.8.2], only c = O occurs in characteristic 
2. If the characteristic is 2, then the algebras for c = 0 and c = 1 are 
not isomorphic; in fact, the local algebras e0Ae 0 are not isomorphic in this 
case, as can be seen from the proof of [4, III.1]. 
The proof of the proposition consists of three steps. 
Step 1. Show that the family D(2o~) k "embeds" up to derived equiva- 
1ence in the two-parameter family D(2~>~) k' s. 
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Step 2. Show that up to derived equivalence the parameters k, s can be 
interchanged. 
Step 3. Show that different parameters k, s give rise to different 
derived equivalence classes. 
It was proved in [8, 2.1] that for any k >_ 1 and c ~ {0, 1} the algebras 
D(2oq/)X(c) and D(22)  ~ ~(c) are derived equivalent; thus Step 1 is shown. 
Step 2 is covered by the following 
LEMMA 3.2. For any k, s >_ 1 and c ~ {0, 1} the algebras D(2.2)k"(c)  
and D(23)  '~' ~(c) are derived equivalent. 
Proof We define a complex Q = Q0 • Q1 of D(2£/2)k"(c)-modules as 
(~,, ~)  
follows. Let Q0:0 - ,  P~ • P~ -~ P0 -~ 0 (in degrees 0 and - 1) and 
Ol: 0 ~ P1 ~ 0 (in degree 0). 
It is left to the reader to check that Horn(Q, Q[i]) = 0 for i ~ O. The 
direct summands of Q generate Kb(D(2~)k ' ' (c) )  as a triangulated cate- 
gory because P0 (as a complex concentrated in degree O) is homotopy 
equivalent to the mapping cone of 
0 ~ P1 @ P1 
0 > P1 ® P~ - -~ 0 
Hence, Q is a tilting complex for D(26~)k's(c). 
The Caftan invariants c 0 = Hom(Qi, Qj) of End(Q) can be computed 
using the alternating sum formula (2.3). It turns out that End(Q) has 
Cartan matrix (4, 2, ~ which is equal to the Cartan matrix of D(2~)"~(c) .  ~2sk + s/~ 
We define a generating set of tile radical of End(Q) (corresponding to the 
arrows of the quiver of D(2~)"k(c ) )  as follows. 
Let ~" Q0 ~ Q0 be given by (o o): p~ • Pj -~ P1 • P~ in degree 0 and 
by oz: P0 -* P0 in degree -1  (note that this gives a homomorphism of 
complexes as -/a 2 = 0). Let /~: Q0 ~ QJ be defined as (0,id): P1 • P~ --* 
P1 and let ~,: Q1 ~ Q0 be given by (~): P~ --* P1 • P1 (this is indeed a 
homomorphism of complexes as tit = 0). Finally, set ~: Q1 ~ Q1 as right 
multiplication with yo~/~ on P1. 
It remains to show that these homomorphisms satisfy the opposite 
relations of D(2 ~2) '' g(c). In fact, there then can be no further relations as 
the Cartan invariants and therefore the dimensions of End(Q) °p and 
D(232) s' ~(c) agree. 
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By definition, ~,~/= 0, /~, = 0. and (/~&~,)' = ~/~. Moreover, ~//3 is 
homotopic to 0 via /3:P0 + PI. A homotopy between (9/3&)' and (&9/~)s 
is provided by ( (~/ /79  t: P0 -~ e l  (~ Pl -  The homomorphism 52 + 
c(~,/35) s is homotopic to 0 via the map c((~,,)0 ~ *~,), giving the relation 
~2 = _c@~6)s .  It is not hard to find a basis transformation  End(Q) °p 
which removes the sign in the latter relation, i.e., to show D(2~.@) ~' k(C) 
D(2~@) ~'z~(-c). Altogether, we have shown that End(Q) °p ~ D(2JY)"k(c); 
i.e., by Rickard's criterion, D(2Jg)k'~'(c) and D(23)* 'k(c)  are derived 
equivalent. [ 
Finally, Step 3 can be proved by considering the centers of the algebras 
D(2 ~3')k"(c) which we denote by Z~,~. c Recall that derived equivalent 
algebras have isomorphic enters [12, 9.2]. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let k >>_ s > 1 and c ~ {0, 1}. 
(1) dimKZks~ =k +s  + 2; a K-basis is given by {1,~/ . . . . .  7/', 
(O//3~) k, ( /3"yo{)k-'l~}'~, (Ot/3~) i -]- (/3'yO/) z -I- (~O//3) z ] ] ~ i _< k - 1}. 
Let k'  > s' >>_ l and d e {O, 1}. 
(2) I f  {k, s} ¢ {k', s'} then Zk.,; c and Zk, ,,:d are not isomolphic as 
rings. 
(3) I f  {k, s} --/= {k', s'} then D(2~)k" (c )  and D(2 ~3) k''''(d) are not 
derived equiL~alent. 
Proof. (1) The dimension of the center was already given in [4]. We 
leave it to the reader to verify that the above set actually forms a basis. 
(2) A ring isomorphism between the centers would imply that the 
radical structures have to agree. It follows from (1) that the radical of the 
center has nilpotency index k + 1 (recall that k _> s by assumption). 
Hence, if the centers were isomorphic then k = k'. As the dimensions of 
the centers also have to agree, we then could deduce s = s' from (1). 
(3) Follows directly from (2) as derived equivalent algebras have 
isomorphic enters, i 
3.2. Algebras of Dihedral Type with Three Simple Modules 
For the sake of completeness and for the convenience of the reader, we 
include the definitions of the basic algebras of algebras of dihedral type 
with three simple modules from [4]. It will turn out that, up to derived 
equivalence, the algebras of dihedral type with three simple modules occur 
in two distinct families. One of these contains all blocks of group algebras 
with dihedral defect group (it was already shown by Linckelmann that 
blocks with a common dihedral defect group and with three simple 
modules are derived equivalent [10]). We therefore speak of the block case. 
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The other case will be called the nonblock case. 
Block Case 
For k > 1 let D(3~) l  k be the K-algebra defined by the quiver 
• 
/3 6 
~ > ( 4k 2k 2k ) 
O• •2 2k k + 1 k , 
~__ ~__ 2k k k+l  
with relations /37 = 0, */3 = 0, (7/33./) k = (3 . /7~) ~. 
For k >_ 1, s >_ 2 let D(3~)1  k's be defined by the quiver 
' ( 4k 2k 2k ) 
0 •2 2k k + s • k , 
e-- e--  2k k k+ 1 
with relations a/3 = 0, 7a  = 0, /33, = 0, ,/8 = 0, (y/36./) k = (3./y/3) k, 
~ = (/33./3,) k. 
For k >_ 1, s, t >_ 2 let D(3~)~'  s, t be the algebra given by the quiver 
0 (4k k • 2 ~ 2k k+s   
.___ ~_  k+t ]  
with relations /3y=0,  * /3=0,  a /3=0,  ~,a=0,  3~=0,  ~* /=0,  a s= 
(/33./~,) k, ~'  = (77,//33) k, (~/33./) k = (3./~,/3)L 
For a, b, c >_ 1 let D(3~)  ~' b, c be defined by the quiver 
[3 
+b a b 1 
a a +c C J , 
b c b+c  
with relations /36 = 0, 6A = 0, a/3 = 0, y• = 0, K*/ = 0, */Y = 0, (/3y)a = 
(KA) h, (•K) b = (*/6) c, (6./)  c = (7/3) a. (Note that, up to isomorphism, the 
parameters  can be permuted;  e.g., one could order them as a >_ b >_ c _> 1. 
For technical reasons it is convenient o avoid this in the beginning.) 
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Nonblock Case 
For k _> I > 2 let D(3s¢)2 ~'t be the algebra defined by the quiver 
-----4 > 
1° 0 o ®2 
<------ 
T r/ 
k+l  k l 
k k+l  0 ] , 
l 0 l+1  
with relations fi6 = 0, ~/y = 0, (7/3) k = (&7) l. 
For k, l_> 1 (with k+!>2) ,  s>2 let D(3~')~ -l,~" be the algebra 
defined by the quiver 
fi 6 
~C1-  0 ° °2  
<_____ 
k+l  k 1 
k k+s  0 ) , 
l 0 l+1  
with relations ya= 0, a f t=0,  f i6= O, ~IY= O, (%8) k = (6~7) l, ( f iy)k  
OL 3" 
For k, [ _> 1, s, t > 2 let D(3..~)2 k, I, ~,, t be defined by the quiver 
~C1° 
6 
0 
<---- 
y "q 
k+l  k l 
k k+s  0 ) , 
l 0 l+t  
with relations 7a = 0, aft = 0, fi6 = O, t i t  = O, (3s ~ = O, ~r I = O, ( ~y)k = 
as, (nay  = ~t, (7/3)~ = (av)lo 
For k, s >__ 2 let D(3~)  k, s be defined by the quiver 
oz Q > o l  
. /  k+s k k k k+l  k ) , k k k+l  
with relations a/3 = 0, Aa = 0, (fi6A) ~ = a ' ,  (6A~)k~ = O. 
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For k >_ 1, s, t >_ 2 let D(3~)  k ' ' ' '  be defined by the quiver 
. k 
k+t  k , 
k k+l  
with relations o~/3 = 0, )to~ = 0, /3p = 0, p6 = O, (~6A)  k = oe ~, (63.~) ~ 
~O I ' 
For k > 1, s, t, u > 2 let D(3~@) ~ s, t,,, be defined by the quiver 
oCo 
k k+t  k , 
k k k+u 
with relations oe/3=0, /3p=0,  pS=0,  ~=0,  ~) t=0,  Aa- -0 ,  o~ s= 
( ~aa) ~, p' = (aA~) k, ~, = ( ; t~)  k, 
The main result of this section reads as follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be an algebra of dihedral type with three simple 
modules. Then either there exist a >>_ b >_ c > 1 such that A is derived 
equi~,alent to D(3~T) a'bc (block case) or there exist s > t > u >_ k > 1, t > 2 
such that A is derived equiL~alent to D(33)  k'''t'z' (nonblock case). More 
precisely, these algebras folrn a complete set of  representatiL~es of  the detiL,ed 
equivalence classes of  algebras of dihedral type with three simple modules. 
The proof of the theorem will consist of several emmas, each proving 
certain algebras to be derived equivalent. The main outline can be indi- 
cated by the following figures. 
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Block  Case 
D(3~/ )1  k ~ O(3~, )  1,1,k 
D(3 )f ~ 
' . '  
Nonb lock  Case 
\ i9(3 ) 
D(3~)~ "~ ~D(3~)<~ D(3~) ~,k,~ 
D(3J~2)~2 ,',~ ~ D(3C~)k..~,  ~ D(%~J)~,k,~,  _ _  
D(32)~' ~' ~'~ ~ D(3~.@) ~" ~'~'t 
/ 
D(33)< ~. t.,, 
LEMMA 3.5• For any k > 1 the algebras D(3d)~ and D(3~)  1 1, k are 
derived equivalent. 
Proof. Define a complex Q = Q0 G Q1 • Q2 of projective D(3S¢)l k- 
(/3,7) 
modules by setting Q0:0~P1 eP2  - -  ~ P0~0 (in degrees 0 and 
- 1), Q~: 0 ~ P1 ~ 0, and Q2:0 --, P2 -~ 0 (in degree 0). It is left to the 
reader to check that Q is a tilting complex. (111 The Cartan matrix of End(Q) is 12k 1 k ; i.e., it is equal to the 
Cartan matrix of D(3~)  ~' 1, k 1 ~ ~- + 1 
We define elements in the radical of End(Q), corresponding to the 
arrows of the quiver. Let /3:Q0 -~ Q1 be given by projection onto the first 
• ~ " t3  k summand lndegree 0, and let y: Qj ~ Q0 be gaven by ((~ j~ ): P1 -~ P1 
®P2- Let 6:Q1 ~ Q2 and ~: Q2 ~ Q1 be given by /33:P1 ~P,  and 
~Y: P; ~ P1, respectively. Moreover, define ,~: Q2 ~ Q0 by tc,r¢~))' 
P2 ~ P1 @ f2 and ~" Q0 ~ Q2 by projection onto the second summand. 
In order to show that End(Q) °p ~ D(3~/,) ~' 1, ~, we have to verify that the 
above elements atisfy the opposite relations of D(3~)  1' 1. k (in fact, as the 
dimensions agree there are then no further relations). By definition, 
A6 = 0, /3~ = 0, ~,  = 0, ~,~/= 0. The homomorphism 6/3 is homotopic to 
0 via 6 :P0  --+ Pc. Similarly, ~ is homotopic to 0 via 7 :P0  ~ P1- A 
homotopy between 3'/3~ " and )~K" " is' given" by ( (a~-~/~-i   ]" P0 ~ PJ ~ Px- 
k k And, again by definition, k,~ = (6~)  and (~/6) = /3~,. | 
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LEMMA 3.6. Fork >_ 1, s >_ 2 the algebras D(3~)~'" and D(3~;O ",~'~ 
derit)ed equi~,alent. 
are 
Proof Define a complex Q = Q0 (9 Q1 (9 Q2 of projective D(3~)1 k''- 
modules analogous to the previous lemma. Let O0:0 + P1 (9 P2 
P0 -+ 0 (in degrees 0 and -1 )  and let Qp Q2 be P1, P2 concentrated in
degree 0. 
From the.Cartan matrix of D(3~)~",  we compute the Cartan matrix of 
/ s+!  , 1 ~_ 
End(0) as ~ , ~ +, ~ ~; i.e., it is equal to the one of D(3~T) ~' ~" ~ 
\ 1 k k+l j  
A generating set of the radical of End(Q) (corresponding to the arrows) 
can be defined as follows• Let /3:{20 ~ Q~ be given by (id, 0): P1 (9 P~ 
P~ and ;/" Q~ ~ Q0 by (~): P1 ~ P~ (9 P2 (this is indeed a homomorphism 
of complexes as oq3 = 0 in D(3~2)~'s). Furthermore, let 8: Ql ~ Q2 and 
~: Q2 -~ Q1 be given by right multiplication with /36 and ~T, respectively. 
Finally, let h: Q2 ~ Qo be defined as (~,~;~): P2 ~ P~ * P2 and ~: 
(2o ~ Q2 by projection onto the second direct summand. 
Then, by definition, h8 = 0, /3~t = 0, ~,  = 0, ~,~ = 0, ~h = (~)k ,  and 
((/~)k = (/3~)'. The homomorphism 3/3 is homotopic to 0 via 8: Po ~ P2 
and ~ is homotopic to 0 via T: P0 ~ PP A homotopy between (~q3) ~ and 
~ ' " 8 '~-16 h~ ~s g,ven bv ( (.'~eY.~.-,'L]: P, ~ P, (9 P2"  AS End(Q) °p and D(3S) ''~'k 
- -  \ - t~ ,po~)  "ytooy - 
have the same dimension, there are no further relations, i.e., End(Q) °p ~- 
D(3JT)" *' ~. | 
LEMMA 3.7. For any k >_ 1, s,t >_ 2 the algebras D(3~.@)~ '''t and 
D(32,T)s, t,k are deri~,ed equivalent. 
Proof The complex Q = Q0 (9 QI (9 Q2 of projective D(3~)f 's"-mod - 
ules is defined as in the previous lemmas. The Cartan matrix of End(Q) in 
• . (.~+t , t t . . . .  s tk  this case is ~ k + ~ k ; 1,e., it is equal to the Cartan matrix of D(3•) ' • . 
~ k k+t ]  
Let /3:Q0 -~ QJ be given by projection onto the first summand and 
3': Ot --+ Q0 by (~): P1 ~ P, (9 P2' As before, let 8: Oj ~ O2 and ~1:02 
-* Q~ be given by right multiplication with B8 and ~y, respectively. 
Finally, let A: Q2 --+ Qo be defined by (~): P2 --+ Pz (9 P~ and ~: Qo -+ Q2 
by projection onto the second direct summand. 
Then, by definition, h8 = 0, /3,~ = 0, k~, = 0, 5'~ = 0, (kX)t = (~)~,  
and (~a)a = ( ~g/)'. The homomorphism 8~ is homotopic to 0 via 8: Po 
--+ P~ and ~k is homotopic to 0 via T: Po,+ P> A homotopy between 
(~fi~ and (~) '  is provided by ( (~"~,;J~Z~|: P0 ~ P~ (9 P,- 
As the dimensions agree there are no further relations and we conclude 
that End(Q) °p ~ D(3JT) **'k. | 
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LEMMA 3.8. For any k, s > 2 the algebras D(32)  k's and D(3~/)~ 'I" are 
derived equivalent. 
Proof. Consider the complex Q = Q0 • Q1 • Q2 of projective 
D(3~c~)k'~-modules defined by QI: 0 ~ P0 ~ P1 ~ 0 (in degrees 0 and 
- 1), Q0:0 ~ P0 ~ 0, and Q2:0 -~ P2 ~ 0 (in degree 0). The reader may 
check that Q is a tilting complex• From the Cartan matrix of D(3~)  k' ~ we 
compute the Cartan matrix of End(Q) tobe(~ ' ~s+01/~T~ ~ ) i.e., it is 
to the Cartan matrix of D(3.¢/)~' k. 
Let /~" Q~ -~ Q~ be given by the identity map and ~: Q0 ~ Qa by 
~: P0 --' P0. Let 6 :Q0 ~ Q2 and ~: Q2 ---' Q0 be  defined as right multi- 
plication with /36 and ),, respectively. Then 3/3 is homotopic to 0 via 
6: PI ~ f2- And, by definition, ;/~ = 0 and ( /~) '  = (~/~)k. As the dimen- 
sions agree we can deduce that End(Q) °p ~ D(3d)~ '~. | 
Note that, according to the definition of D(3sd)~ 'k, one could inter- 
change the parameters, up to isomorphism of the algebra; i.e., D(32)  k' s is 
also derived equivalent o D(Kq)~' ~ for alI k, s >_ 2. 
LEMMA 3.9. For k , l  >__ 2 the algebras D(3~)  k'/ and D(3~)  l'k'l are 
derived equivalent. 
Proof. Define a complex Q = Q0 • QI ® Q2 of projective D(35Q k'l- 
A 
modules by setting Q~: 0 ~ P2 - '  P0 ~ 0 and Q2:0 ~ P2 ~ P1 ~ O 
(in degrees 0 and -1 )  and Q0:0 ---, P2 -~ 0 (in degree 0). It is left to the 
reader to check that Q is a tilting complex for D(3&~) k'~. 
• /k+l  i 1~ \ . • 
The Cartan matrix of End(Q) is ~ 1 /+11]; 1.e., It is equal to the 
Cartan matrix of D(3cY) l'kl. 
Let 6: Qo ~ Qo be given by A/38:P2 ~P2 and /~: Q0 ~Q1 by 
(A/38)k: P2 --4 P2. Let /5:Q1 -~ QI be given bythe zero map in degree 0 
and c~: Po ~ Po in degree -1~ Moreover, Iet 8:Q1 ~ Q2 be defined by 
the identity map i@2 in degree 0 and /3: Po ~ P1 in degree -1 .  And let 
A: Q2 ~ Q0 be given by idp2. 
Then, by definition, /3c~ = 0, /5/~ = 0, 6t5 = 0, and ,~fi  = c~ k. The 
homomorphism &A is homotopic to 0 via 8:P1 ~ P2. A homotopy be- 
tween /3A8 and -y  is given by (/38/~)k-1/~8: ADO ---> P2. 
In order to remove the sign from the latter relation in End(Q) °p, one 
can apply a basis transformation given by ~5 ~ wtS, where w e K is a root 
of the polynomial x l + i ~ K[x] (recall that K is algebraically closed and 
note that all other relations are not affected by this transformation). 
Hence, End(Q) °p ~ D(3~) l'x'l. | 
LEMMA 3.10. Fork  > l, s, t >_ 2 the algebrasD(3~) ~'''t andD(3~2) s'~'t 
are derit~ed 
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Proof. Define a complex Q = Q0 • Q~ • Q2 of projective D(3~') k'''¢- 
modules by setting Q0:0 --* P0 --* 0, Q2:0 -~ P2 ~ 0 (in degree 0), and 
t~ 
QI: 0 -~ P0 --* P1 ~ 0 (in degrees 0 and -1) .  The reader may check that 
Q is a tilting complex for D(3C) k'~'t. The Cartan matrix of End(Q) is 
k ]  
s+ k+l~ , ~ ; i.e., it is equal to the Caftan matrix of D(3~)~'k". k 0 
Let 6z: Qj ~ Q1 be defined as the zero map in degree 0 and p: P1 ---> P1 
m degree - 1. Let /3:Q1 ~ Q0 be given by the identity map on P0 and let 
Y: Q0 ~ Q1 be given by o~: P0 ~ Po. Furthermore, let 6:Q0 ~ Q2 and 
~/: Q2 --~ Q0 be defined as right multiplication with/36 and 3 ,` respectively. 
By definition, &~ = 0, /3~ = 0, ~,~ = 0, and (/~)~ = (~/6)~. The homo- 
morphism 6~ is homotopic to 0 via the map 6: P~ ---, Pe. A homotopy 
between (~) '  and -~ is given by (6A/3)~-~A: P~ ~ P0. 
The sign in the latter relation of End(Q) °p can be removed by a basis 
transformation ~ ~ ac~, where a ~ K is a root of the polynomial x ~ + 
1 ~ K[x] (note that the other relations are not affected by this transfor- 
mation). Hence, End(Q) °p ~ D(3J2)~ '~'~. II 
In the definition of D(3J2)~ ~'~, either of the parameters k, l could be 1 
(but not both). The preceding lemma does not reflect this situation 
completely, as, by the definition of D(3~) ~' ,,t, only k is allowed to be 1. 
LEMMA 3.11. For any k > 1 and s,t  > 2 the algebras D(3~') k's't and 
D(3~)~' t.s are derived equivalent. 
Proof. Define a complex Q = Q0 • Q1 G Q2 of projective D(3~)  ~'''~- 
modules by setting Q0:0 ~ P1 --* 0, QI: 0 ~ P0 ~ 0 (in degree 0), and 
Q2:0 ~ P1 --* P2 --* 0 (in degrees 0 and -1).  It is left to the reader to 
check that Q is a tilting complex. 
The Cartan matrix of End(Q)is  (k{~ ~ ~ ] +s 0 ; i.e., it is equal to the \ t 0 l+1  / 
Cartan matrix of D(3 ~J2)~ 't's 
Let &: Q1 --* Q1 be given by ~: P0 -* P0. Let /3: Qt ~ Q0 and ¢/: Q0 
Q~ be defined by right multiplication with /3 and 6A, respectively. Let 
6:Q0 -~ Q) be given by p: P1 ~ P1 and ~: Q2 - '  Q0 by the identity map. 
Then, by-definition, &~, = 0, /3& = 0, g/3 -- 0, (/3~,)~ = (~) t ,  and (~,/3)~ 
= & ~. Moreover, ~ is homotopic to 0 via 3.: P2 ~ P0. 
Hence, End(Q) °p --- D(3S')~ '~''. | 
Remark 3.12. If l > 1, then D(32)~ 'l's is derived equivalent to 
D(3~) k'l''. For l = 1 we have that D(3~)~ '1'~ is derived equivalent o 
D(3 jy ) lk 'q  (In fact, both assertions follow from (3.10), (3.11), and the 
observation that, by the definition of D(3~) k'l'', the last two parameters 
can be interchanged, up to isomorphism of the algebra.) 
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LEMMA 3.13. For any k > 1 and s, t >_ 2 the algebras D(3~)  k's'~ and 
D(3~,)1, k, ~,~ are deriued equi~alent. 
Before entering the proof we remark that in the definition of D(33)  
the last three parameters can be cyclically permuted. For k = 1 the 
algebra D(33)  ~' ~' ~'t is not yet defined. But note that for any m _> 1 the 
definition of D(33)  m' ~' ~'t can be interpreted as the algebra D(3~) m' ~'t. 
Proof By the preceding remark it suffices to construct a tilting com- 
plex Q for D(3~)  ~'~'t such that End(Q) °p ~- D(3~)  l'~'t'k. Set Q = Q0 ~ 
Q leQ2 where Q0:0~P2 ~ P0-~0,  Q I :0~P2 ~ P ly0  (in de- 
grees 0 and - 1), and Q2:0 ~ P2 ~ 0 (in degree 0). The Cartan matrix of 
End(Q) is (,~1 ~ 2 ) t+ 1 1 ; i.e., Jt is equal to the Cartan matrix of 
1 J k+ l  
D(3~.~,)L s, t. k 
Let &: Qo ~ Q0 be the zero map in degree 0 and o~: P0 ~ P0 in degree 
- 1. Similarly, let t5:Q1 --~ Q1 be the zero map in degree 0 and p: f l  -'~ P1 
in degree -1 .  Moreover, ~:: Q2 ~ Q2 is given by A/38:P2 ~ P2. Let 
/3:Q0 ~ Q1 be given by the identity ide, in degree 0 and f i :  P0 ~ P1 in 
degree -1 .  Let 8: QI ~ Q2 be defined by idp~ and let A: Q2 ~ Q1 be 
defined by (A/36)k: P2 --* P~. 
By definition, /3~ = 0, 15~ = 0, 615 = 0, A( = 0, ~X = 0, and ~k = 6/3A. 
The homomorphism f8 is homotopic to 0 via 6:P1 ~ P2. A homotopy 
between - &~ and A6/3 is given by (~SA) k- 1~8" Po ~ P2 and, similarly, a 
homotopy between _15t and /3A8 is provided by (8A/3) ~- 16:P1 -~ P2. 
The signs from the latter two relations can be removed by a basis 
transformation on End(Q) °p given by ~ ~ ac~, 15 ~ b15 where a ~ K and 
b e K are roots of the polynomials x~ + 1 and x t + 1, respectively. | 
LEMMA 3.14. For k, l > I and s, t > 2 the algebras D(3,_~) k'1'~'t and 
D(3~)2 k,s, ~, ~ are de~c,ed equivalent. 
Proof  Define a complex Q = Q0 • Q~ • Q2 of projective 
D(3~)k'1's~-modules by setting Q0: O ~ P1 ~ 0, QI: 0 ~ P0 ~ 0 (in de- 
8 
gree 0), and Q2:0  ~ P1 -~ P2 ~ 0 (in degrees 0 and -1).  We leave it to 
the reader to check that Q is a tilting complex. 
The Cartan matrix of End(Q) is ~, k~z~+~0 ; i.e., it is equal to the 
Cartan matrix of D(32)~' ~'' i,t 
Let ~: Q1 -~ Q1 be given by ol: P0 -~ P0. Let /3:Q1 ~ Q0 and ~: Q0 
Ol be given by right multiplication with /3 and 81, respectively. Let 
8:Q0 ~ Q2 and j / :  Q2 ~ Q0 be defined by p: P1 ~ P1 and idp1, respec- 
tively. And let ~: Q2 ~ Q2 be given by the zero map in degree 0 and 
~: P2 ~ P2 in degree -1 .  
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Then, by definition, ~5' = 0, fi~ = 0, 6fi = 0, ~6 = 0, ~/{ = 0, (~//3)g = 
~l, and (fi{/)k= (~/~)s. The homomorphism ~/  is homotopic to 0 via 
A: P2 ~ P0. A homotopy between (6~) s and _{t  is given by 
(h~6)k-la/~" P2 --~ P1. 
The sign in this relation can be removed by performing a basis transfor- 
mation on End(Q) °p given by ~w~ where w <K is a root of the 
polynomial x' + 1 e K[x]. | 
So far we have shown that in the nonblock case any algebra of dihedral 
type is derived equivalent o some algebra D(3~)  k'*'t'u (with suitable 
interpretation if parameters 1 occur). By definition, the last three parame- 
ters s, t, u can be cyclically permuted. The next lemma shows that up to 
derived equivalence one can also interchange the first two parameters. 
LEMMA 3.15. For k, s > 1 and t, u >_ 2 the algebras D(3~)  k's'*'' and 
D(3~)s, k, t. u are derqved equit~alent. 
Proof. Define a complex Q = Qo ~ Q1 • Q2 of projective 
D(32)<~,~,~'-modules by setting Qo: 0 ~ Po ~ O (in degree 0), QI: 0 --, Po 
/3 
P1-~ 0, and Q2:0-~ P0 ~ P2--) 0 (in degrees 0 and -D .  The 
reader may check that Q is a tilting complex. The Cartan matrix of 
End(Q) is ' s ,+~ ~ ; i.e., it equals the Cartan matrix of D(3~)  *'k't'z' 
s S s + zt 
Let ~: Qo -* Qo be given by right multiplication with fi6A and let 
fi: Qo -* Q1 be given by ol" Po --+ Po- Let 15:Q1 ~ Q1 be defined as the 
zero map in degree 0 and p: P1-* P~ in degree -1 .  Similarly, let 
~: Q2 --> Q2 be defined as the zero map in degree 0 and ~:: P2 -~ P2 in 
degree -1 .  Let 6: Qj ~ Q,2 be given by ideo in degree 0 and 6: Pa ~ P2 
in degree - 1. Finally, let ,~: Q2 ~ Qo be given by idp~. 
Then, by definition, j38 = 0, 15fi = 0, 615 = 0, ¢6 = 0, X( = 0, and 
&k = (~j~), .  The homomorphism a,~ is homotopic to 0 via A: Pa --+ P0. 
A homotopy between (/3~.~)' and - 15' is givenby (6aft) h- laa: P1 --+ P0. 
Similarly, a homotopy between (6~) '  and -~: " is given by (aft6) k- J,~: 
P2 --+ P0. 
The signs in the latter two relations can be removed by the basis 
transformation on End(Q) °p given by t5 ~ a/5, ( ~ b(  where a ~ K is a 
root of the polynomial x f + 1 ~ K[xt  and b ~ K is a root of x u 4- 1 
K[xl. 
Hence, End(Q) °p ~ D(33)"k'*'u. | 
As the permutations (1 2) and (2 3 4) generate the symmetric group $4, 
the previous lemma implies that one can actually permute all four parame- 
ters of the algebras of type D(3,~), up to derived equivalence. In other 
words, if we are interested in describing the derived equivalence classes in 
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the nonblock case, we may assume that the parameters  in D(33)  k' s,t, u are 
linearly ordered as s _> t > u > k >_ 1 with t >_ 2. In the block case it was 
already clear from the definition that the parameters  for D(3~)  u' v, c may 
be linearly ordered a > b _> c > 1. 
Once the parameters  are linearly ordered, the algebras within one of the 
families D(3~)  or D(3~' )  represent different derived equivalence classes. 
To achieve this, we look at the centers. The centers of derived equivalent 
algebras are isomorphic as rings [12, 9.2]. The next two lemmas collect 
some well-known facts about the centers and, in particular, imply that the 
centers are nonisomorphJc for different parameters.  
LEMMA 3.16. Let  a > b >_ c > 1 and let Za, b, c be the center o f  
D (3jT/) ,, b. c. 
(1) dim~Z~.v, c=a +b+c+ 1; a K-basis is given by {1, /37+ 
"~/~,... , ( /~7)  a-1 -[- (7/~) a - l ,  KA -[- /~K, . . . , (K /~)  b - I  -~- (/~K) b - l ,  ~ -[- 
~a . . . . .  (a~)c ~ + (~a) c J, ( ~7)", (AK)b, (an)c}. 
Let  a' >>_ b' >_ c' >_ 1 and let Z~,,b, c, be the center o f  D(33S)""b"Q 
(2) Z~, b, ~ and Z~,, b', ~' are isomorphic rings i f  and only if  a = a', 
b =b ' ,c  =c ' .  
(3) D(3~)~, b, ~ and D(3~)  d' b', c' are derived equivalent i f  and only i f  
a =a ' ,  b =b ' ,c  =c ' .  
Proof  (1) The dimensions were already given in Erdmann's  list [4]. 
The easy verification that the given set forms a basis is left to the reader. 
(2) A ring isomorphism between the centers would imply that the 
radical series have to agree. But it is easily seen from the basis in (1) 
that, e.g., the dimensions of the radical powers are determined by the 
parameters.  
(3) Follows directly from (2) as the structure of the center is a 
derived invariant. I 
LEMMA 3.17. Let  s >_ t >_ u >_ k >_ 1 with t >_ 2 and let Zk,  s,t, u be the 
center o f  D(3~)  k' ~" t, 
(1) dim/;Zk, , t, ,, = k + s + t + u; a K-basis is given by {1, a , . . . ,  
a .  p . . . . .  pt, ~ . . . .  , ~",(]36A) ' + (6a f t )  ~ + (A/36)~ [ 1 _ i _< k - 1}. 
Let  s' 2 t '  >_ u' >_ k '  >_ 1 with t' >_ 2 and let Zk, ,~, t,..' be the center o f  
D(33)k" ' " t "~"  
(2) Zk. ~., t.. and Z k, s,,t,, ~,' are isomorphic rings i f  and only if  k = k ' ,  
s = s',  t = t', and u = u'.  
(3) D(3~.~) k' ~' t, ,, and D(3~.~) k '~ ~"~" ~' are derived equit,alent if  and only 
if  k = k ' ,  s = s',  t = t', and u = u'.  
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Proof. The arguments are very similar to the ones of the previous 
lemma and are omitted. | 
We now finally have to show that algebras of type D(3aT) cannot be 
derived equivalent to algebras of type D(3~,~). This can be deduced from 
Erdmann's work on the structure of the stable Auslander-Reiten quivers 
of algebras of dihedral type. In fact, for algebras of type D(3JT) the two 
3-tubes are stabilized by the f~-action, whereas in type D(39)  the two 
3-tubes are interchanged by f~ [4, VI.6, pp. 170-171]. Hence, algebras of 
these two types cannot be stably equivalent. But then they are also not 
derived equivalent as derived equivalent symmetric algebras are stably 
equivalent [11, 2.2]. 
4. DERIVED EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF ALGEBRAS 
OF SEMIDIHEDRAL TYPE 
We recall from [4, VIII.l] that an algebra A is said to be of semidihedral 
type if 
• A is symmetric, indecomposable, and tame; 
° the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver of A has the following compo- 
nents: 
(i) tubes of rank at most 3, the number of 3-tubes being at most 1, 
(ii) nonperiodic omponents i omorphic to ZD~ and 27A~; 
° the Cartan matrix is nonsingular. 
Erdmann gave a list of basic algebras uch that any algebra of semidihe- 
dral type is Morita equivalent o one of the algebras in the list [4, pp. 
298-302]. 
4.1. Algebras of Semidihedral Type with Two Simple Modules 
For the convenience of the reader, we include the definitions of the 
basic algebras of Erdmann's list [4, pp. 298-299]. 
For an integer k >_ 2 and c ~ K let SD(2d)kl(C) be the algebra defined 
t 2k k+2 ' 
<__.___ 
7 
by the quiver 
with relations o~ 2 = c(ol~')l) k, /~'y/~ = (og/~')/) k lo/]~, 'y/~')/= (7o//~)/"-1"yo{, 
(o~/33,)ka = 0. 
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For k > 2 and c ~ K let SD(2ar7)~(c) be the algebra defined by the 
/3 
quiver 
.1 2k) 
2k k+ 1 ' 
4----- 
T 
with relations 333/3 = 0, (o:/33,) k = (/33,a) k, a 2 = (/33,oe) ~ 1/3333 + c( oe/33,) k. 
For k > 1, t > 2, and c E K let SD(22)1<t(c)  be the algebra defined by 
/3 
the quiver 
2k k+t  ' 
T 
with relations 333/3 = 0, r13, = 0, /3~ = 0, of 2 = (/33,O/) k 1/3333 -}- C(Ol~3,) k, 
= = ( /33 ,o : )k .  
For k >_ 1, t > 3, and c ~ K let SD(22)k2"'(c)  be the algebra defined by 
the quiver 
/3 
4k 2k ) 
(0 -  -1 )~ 2k  k+t  ' 
<______ 
Y 
with relations /3~/= (a/33,) k lo~/3, ~/3,= (3,o~/3)k-13,o~, y13 = ~/t-1, o~2= 
c(a/33,) ~, /3~/2 = 0, T/23, = 0. 
For s > 2 and polynomials p, q ~ K[x]  with nonzero constant term, 
consider the algebra SD(23)~(p ,  q) given by the quiver 
/3 
s s+2 ' %-- 
with relations /3~/'- 17 = q(0)~ *+ 1, 3,oes- 1/3 = p(0)W,+ 1 o~S/3 = 0, 3,O/s = 0, 
o/+;  = 0, r/'+2 = 0, ~/~3, = 0, /3r/' = 0 and the following equivalences 
modulo socle: /3333 - o~Zp(oe), a/3 =- /3rlq07), r13, - 3,cep(a), 333/3 =- rl2q(rl) • 
If A is an algebra of semidihedral type with two simple modules, then it 
is Morita equivalent o one of the preceding algebras [4]. 
Remark 4.1. By constructing suitable scalar basis transformations, one 
can even assume that the scalars c are 0 or 1. 
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For our work the description of the family SD(2~)3, as it stands, caused 
problems, as we were not able to find suitable derived equivalences for 
arbitrary polynomials p, q. This observation led to the idea that there 
should be a more precise presentation of the type SD(2~') 3. And, by our 
study of derived equivalences, we could even predict how such a presenta- 
tion should look, i.e., for which polynomials one would expect an algebra 
of semidihedral type. Our observations were then recently confirmed by 
Erdmann. In this way the study of derived equivalences finally led to a 
better understanding of these algebras. 
To state the refined description, define for s > 2 and c ~ K the algebra 
SD(2J2)~(c) to be given by the quiver 
~C0-  -1 )~ s+2 s ) 
s s+2 ' 
with relations /3,/= oe 2, c~/3 =/3~7, 7 , /= ,/oe, 3/3 = ~/2(1 + crfl-1), as/3 = 
0, `/O/s = 0, O~ s+2 = 0, T] s+2 = 0, 71s`/ = 0, /3T~ s = 0. 
Note that this is essentially the algebra SD(2JY)~(p, q) for the polyno- 
mials p(x)= 1 and q(x)= 1 + cx ~ 1 but that now all relations are 
explicitly given, not just modulo socle (see also the remark following the 
proof of Proposition 4.2). 
PROPOSmON 4.2 (Erdmann). I f  A is an algebra of semidihedral type 
which is Morita equivalent to an algebra of type SD(2o@)s, then there exist 
s > 2 and c ~ Ksueh that A is Morita equivalent to SD(2~)~4(c). 
Proof. (Erdmann). Suppose A is basic. Then A has presentation 
given in the table [4] (and at the beginning of this section). We will 
improve it. 
First, we make the relations modulo socle explicit as far as necessary. 
The socle of e0A is spanned by o~ *+~, so there is a polynomial p l (X)  with 
nonzero constant erm such that /3,/= og2pl (Og) .  Moreover, since a/3 
e0Ae ~ and e0Ae 1 n soc(A) = {0} we have ~/3 = /3rlq(~7). 
Since eop,(oe) is a unit in the local ring e0Ae 0, we may replace `/ by 
yp l (a) -* .  Similarly, we replace r/ by rlq(~). Then we still have the same 
zero relations and, moreover, /3, /= c~2, oe/3 = /3W. Moreover, the radical of 
e0A has K-basis {a ',/3rlJ I 1 _< i _< s + 1,0 < j  _< s - 1} and the radical of 
ejA has K-basis {~q',`/c~; I 1 _< i _< s + 1,0 < j  _< s - 1}. 
We know that r l , /~ eiYae0 but does not lie in j3, so there is a 
polynomial f (X )  with nonzero constant term such that ~/= y~f(o~). 
Moreover, since ,/oe * = 0 we can take f of degree _< s - 2. Similarly, 
there is a polynomial g(X)  with nonzero constant erm, of degree at most 
s - 1, such that ,//3 = r~2g(@. 
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We claim that ~/y = yoz: We have oz/3y = a3 =/3ya  but also a/3y = 
/3~7y = Byaf(oz). It follows that /37o~(1 - f(o~)) = 0, that is, oz3(1 - f (a ) )  
= 0. Since a s+l v~ 0 but c~ ~'+2 = 0 we deduce that 1 - f (a )  = o? ' - lh(cO 
for some polynomial h. But f has degree < s - 2, so 1 - f (~)  = 0 and 
the claim follows. 
Next, we have 7]27 ~--- '~OL 2 = ~/~y = g(~,/)~/2y and hence (g(r/) - 1 ) ' r /2"y  = 
0. We know that 7/*~ = 0 but ~ ~y =g 0. Hence, if s > 2 then it follows 
that g (@-  1= o~ 5 2+cr / ,  ~ for somea,  c ~K.  In case s = 2 we have 
anyway that g(~/) = bl  + c~ for b, c ~ K. 
Let H i = rad(eiA)/soc(e,A) .  The presentation of A shows that H 0 -=//1 
as a right A-module. Suppose t): H I + t-/0 is a right A-isomorphism. We 
have K-bases of H 0, H~ given by the classes of the basis elements listed 
above except a '+J, ~+'+~ (these span the socle of A). So there are 
u,, w~ ~ K such that 
s 
= = 
i=1  j=l 
(modulo the socle). Moreover, u 1 v~ 0 4: w~ since ~ is onto. Using yo~ = ~/y 
and using that 4/ is a A-homomorphism,  we get u i = w i for 1 < i < s - 1. 
Assume first that s > 2. Then we have qJ(y/3) = ~(~)2 + a~/S). Express 
both sides in terms of the /3~7 i, the coefficients of /3~ s ~ are equal, which 
gives u 5_1 =W,_ l+aw~ and hence a =0.  Now assume s=2.  Then 
~(Tjg) = ~(b*/2), and it follows similarly that b = 1. | 
Remark. The socle relations are a consequence. Namely, we have 
/~T/s -  17 = O/s+ 1 and ~/~s ~/3 = ~7 '+ ~. We also have/3r / ' -  17 = /~')/O/s- 1 and, 
moreover, y/3~ ~-~ = yo~ s )3. Hence, there is a nonsingular symmetrizing 
linear form A with A(yB~7 s-~) = A(/3~7~-17)= 1, and therefore A is 
symmetric. 
The classification up to Morita equivalence can then be stated as 
follows. If A is an algebra of semidihedral type with two simple modules, 
then A is Morita equivalent o an algebra of type SD(2o~)~, SD(2d)2,  
SD(2 ~JY)t, SD(2~)2 ,  or SD(22)  4. 
The main result of this section reads as follows° 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be an algebra of  semidihedral type with two simple 
modules. Then there exist k >_ 1, t >_ 2, and c ~ {0, 1} such ttTat A is deriL~ed 
equiz,alent to SD(2~)~"(c )  or there exist k >_ 1, t >_ 2 with k + t > 4, and 
c ~ {0, 1} such that A is delqued equivalent o SD(2~)  k" t(c). 
Remark 4.4. It is very likely that algebras of type SD(2~@) t and 
SD(2~2) 2 represent different derived equivalence classes. The stable Aus- 
Iander-Rei ten quiver of an algebra which belongs to the family SD(2~' )  1
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has a 3-tube (the component of the maximal uniserial module with 
composition factors $1). On the other hand, if A belongs to the family 
SD(2~)2,  then there is no 3-tube "visible," and in the case when the 
algebra is a block of a group algebra it is known that no 3-tube exists. So 
one would expect that the algebras are not derived equivalent (recall that 
the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver is a derived invariant for self-injective 
algebras). 
The proof of the theorem consists of a series of lemmas, each proving 
certain algebras to be derived equivalent. The outline can be indicated as 
follows: 
SD(2S)k (c )  ~ SD(2~)~,k(c)  - -  SD(2~.~)k,t(c) 
SD(2s¢))(c) ~ SD(2 CJY)~'k(c) 
SD(2S2)S4(c) ~ SD(2~)l ,s+ l(c ) / 
SD(2J2)~' ~(c) 
Some parts of the theorem (for those families and parameters occurring 
for blocks of group algebras) were already proved in [8]. 
LEMMA 4.5 [8, 3.1.5]. For k >>_ 2 and c ~ K the algebras SD(2~/)~(c) 
and SD(2~)I '  k(c) are derived equivalent. 
LEMMA 4.6 [8, 3.1.1]. For k >_ 2 and c ~ K the algebras SD(2~/)~(c) 
and SD(2 ~J2) 2' k(c) are derived equivalent. 
LEMMA 4.7. For t > 3 and c ~ K the algebra SD(2J3') 1''(c) is derived 
equivalent to the algebra SD(22)~- 1(c). 
Proof. We define a complex Q = Q0 ~ Q1 of projective 
SD(2~)12" t (c ) -modu les  by setting Q0:0  --* P1 -~ 0 (in de- 
Y 
gree 0) and QI: 0 -~ P1 - '  P0 -~ 0 (in degrees 0 and - 1). It is left to the 
reader to check that Q is a tilting complex. 
From the Cartan matrix (4~+21) of SD(2J2){5'(c) one computes the 
Caftan matrix of End(Q) (using the alternating sum formula (2.3)) to be 
equal to (~ + I I ;  1), which is just the Cartan matrix of SD(2 ~')~ - 1(c). 
We define homomorphisms in the radical of End(Q), corresponding to 
the arrows of the quiver of SD(2~2)4, as follows. Let ~/: Q1 ~ Q1 be given 
by ~/: P1 -~ P1 in degree 0 and by a: P0 -~ P0 in degree -1  (note that 
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this is indeed a homomorphism of complexes as "qy = ya in SD(2~)~' '(c)). 
Let ~,: Q1 ~ Q0 be given by the identity map ide~ and let /3:Q0 + Q1 be 
given by ~72:P1 ~ P1. Moreover, let &: Q0 + Q0 be right multiplication 
with r/ on P1. 
We have to check that these homomorphisms satisfy the opposite 
relations (up to homotopy) of SD(22)~-1(c). 
By definition, ~,/3 = ~2, /~& = ~/~, and ~dl = ~, .  
As ~/t+l = ~72y/3 = 0 and similarly a t+l = 0 in SD(2aJY)~'t(c), we can 
deduce c~ t+l = 0, /~&t-1 = 0, ~/t-1/3 = 0, and ~f+l = 0. 
The homomorphisms ~t-l~, and ~-~ are both given by ~/t 1 = y/3: Pl 
-~ P1. So they are both homotopic to 0 via the map /3: Po -~ P1. 
Finally, the homomorphism /3~,: Q1 ~ Q~ is given by ~/2:P1 ~ P1 in 
degree 0 and by the zero map in degree -1 ,  whereas the homomorphism 
2(1 -}- C~ t-2):  Q1 --+ Q1 is given by T/2 q- cT]t: P1 --* PI in degree 0 and by 
a ~-=c(o~/3y): Po---'Po in degree -1  (note that a ~=0 as t>3) .  A 
homotopy between these homomorphisms i provided by the map 
c(c~/3): P0 ~ P1 (in fact, c(ycel3) = c(?qy/3) = c~t). Thus, we get the rela- 
tion /3~) = ~2(1 q- c~7 t-2) in End(Q) °p. 
As the dimensions agree there are no further relations and we have 
shown that End(Q) °p --- SD(2~)~-~(c). | 
4.2. Algebras of Semidihedral Type with Three Simple Modules 
We first collect the definitions of the basic algebras of algebras of 
semidihedral type with three simple modules from [4, pp. 299-302]. 
For any integer k >_ 1 let SD(3d)~ be the algebra given by the quiver 
° 
/3 
~ (4k 2k 2k 
0° °2 2k k + 1 k 
~__ ~ 2k k k+2 
with relations /37 = 0, 6~76 = ( y/36~) k- 17/36, n6rl = (~7y/36 ) ~ J~y/3. 
For k > 2 let SD(3o~/)~ be the algebra given by the quiver 
3 
0 
1® • ®2 
T 
k+l  k k 
k k+l  k -1  
k k -1  k+l  
with relations y/3 = 6~, (/3y)k 1/3 6 = O, (r16) e ~y = O. 
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For k >_ 1, s >_ 2 let SD(3 ~3)1 k'~ be the algebra defined by the quiver 
/5 6 
0 > (' 4k 2k 2k ) 
• -2  2k  k + s k , 
,__ ,__ 2k  k k+2 
with relations c~/3 = 0, yo~ = 0, /3y = 0, oz ~; = (/38"0y) k, ~la~ = 
(n,//3a) k- ~,/3, a~a = (~//3an) ~- t,//3a. 
For k > 1, s > 3 let SD(3~)~ '~ be the algebra defined by the quiver 
~Clo  
/3 ~3 
"----> > ( 4k 2k 2k ) 
0 .2 2k k + s 
,__ ~__ 2k k k+l  
with relations ~ = 0, f ly = e~ 1, ye~ = (&ly/3)k-13rly, 
(/3an~,) ~- 1/3an. 
For k > 2 let SD(3,~)~- be the algebra defined by the quiver 
0 
1- • -2  
T p ~1 
k+l  1 1) 
1 2 0 , 
1 0 2 
with relations /36 = 0, /3p = 0, p , /=  0, 73' = 0, ~/p = 0, p6 = 0, pk = y/3, 
y/3 = aW. 
For k, s > 2 let SD(3~)k2 "~ be the algebra defined by the quiver 
" (k+s  k k ) 
1. 0 .2 
" k k+l  k -1  , 
*-- O ~-- p ~ k k -1  k+l  
with relations t ip=0,  p6 = O, np = O, p~/= O, "y/3 = 6~, (y/3)a- = pS, 
(/3~,)k-1/3 a = 0, (~a)~ l~q~, = 0. 
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For k > 1, s > 3, t _> 2 let SD(32)  k's't be the algebra given by the 
quiver 
13 6 
--" > ( 4k 2k 2k ) 
~ (1 .  O. .2 ~ ~ 2k k + s k , 
*T- ~ 2k k k + t 
with relations 6~: = 0, ~:r/= 0, r/3 = 0, fly = o~ s- 1, "yO/ = (6~' ) /1~)k - l~y ly  ' 
~ = ( f law)  ~- 1/~a~, ~' = (vy/~a) k. 
For k >_ 2 let SD(3Y) k be the algebra defined by the quiver 
/3 
0° , °1 (21 1) 
1 k+l  k , 
1 k k+l  
@ 
with relations Aft = (riB) k- 1~/, /36~/= 0, 7/6A = 0, 6Af16 = O. 
For k, s >_ 2 let SD(3~O ~," be the algebra defined by the quiver 
/3 0 /1( 
k+l  
a v k 
1 
2 
k+s s , 
s s+ l  
with  re la t ions  6A -= (,)/]~)k- 1,)/ /~13 = ( '0 (~)s - ln ,  /~67~ = 0, ")/1~ = 0, 7') / ~--- 0. 
For a, b, c >__ 1, not all equal to 1, let SD(3~) a'b'c be the algebra 
defined by the quiver 
[3 71 
2 
a+b a b ) 
a a +c c , 
b c b+c 
with relations Kg? = 0, ~/y = 0, yK = 0, 8A = (7/3) ~ 1,)/, 1~ = (KI~.)b-IK, 
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Note that the parameters a, b, c can be permuted, up to isomorphism, 
so one may assume a > b > c. It is only for convenience that we do not 
make this assumption here. Note also that SD(3~)  ~" t, 1 ~_ SD(3Y)~ and 
SD(3 J~)~'v ' I -  --- SD(3Y¢~') 'v. But for the statements of our results it is 
convenient to have these cases included in the family SD(3~). 
Then the main result of this section reads as follows. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let A be an algebra of semidihedral type with three simple 
modules. Then there exist a, b, c > 1 (not all equal to 1) such that A is 
derived equivalent to SD(3¢~) ~' b, ~. More precisely, the algebras SD(3~") ~" b. 
where the triple (a, b, c) Jztns over the set {(a, b, c) ~ N B I a >_ b > c, a >_ 2} 
form a complete set of representatives of the derit;ed equivalence classes of 
algebras of semidihedral type with three simple modules. 
The proof of the theorem will consist of a series of lemmas, each 
showing that certain algebras of the preceding list are derived equivalent. 
The main outline of the structure of the proof can be indicated as follows. 
SD(3oaf) f ~SD(3,~){ ,k -  SD(3G2)~ ,~ ~ SD(3~Q k,s,2 
I 
e.,a 
SD(3 .~)2 k' '  [ 
SD(3~/)~ ~ SD(3~)~ ~ SO(39-) ~ --- SD(3S)  k'~' 
SD(3~f)!¢. ~__ SD(3~)k, s, 1__ SD(3G/)k, s,¢ ~ SD(32)k, ,,t 
LEMMA 4.9 [8, 3.2.1]. For k >_ 1 the algebras SD(3d)I  k and SD(3~)~ '~ 
are derived equivalent. 
For k = 1 the definition of SD(3~)~" 1 can be interpreted as SD(3sd){, 
so the assertion of the lemma also makes sense in this case (but is, of 
course, not very interesting). 
LEMMA 4.10. For k >_ 1, s >_ 2 the algebras SD(3 ~2)~ "s and SD(3Y)  k's'2 
are derived equivalent. 
Proof We define a complex Q = Q0 • Q1 ® Qz of projective 
SD(3~)~'<modules by setting Q0:0 ~ P~ ~ 0, Qa: 0 ~ P2 ~ 0 (in de- 
gree 0), and Q2:0 ---* P1 @ P2 ) P0 -~ 0 (in degrees 0 and -1) .  It is 
left to the reader to check that Q is a tilting complex. 
• Ue Carton matr  s )  k+~_ a ; i .e . , i t  is equal to the 
2 s+2 
Cartan matrix of SD(3S)  k'~'2. 
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Let /~: Q0 Q1 and 5': QI~ Q0 be given by right -~ multiplication with 
/3~ and ~y, respectively. Let ~5" Ql ~ Q2 be given by ((n~a)£~ '~): P2 ---> 
P1 • P2 and let ~/: Q2 -+ Q~ be given by projection onto the second direct 
summand. Let k: Q0 ~ Q2 be given by (~): P1 ~ P1 • P2 and let A: Q2 
-~ Q0 be given by projection onto the first direct summand. 
Then, by definition, ~=0,  ~5'=0,  ,~g= 5'(/~5')~-~, and 6/~= 
~(~)s - , .  The composition 5'~ is homotopic to 0 via 3/: P0 + Pv A 
homotopy between /3)t and ~6~ is given by 6 :P0  --+ P2. 
As the dimensions agree there are no further relations and hence 
End(Q) °p ~ SD(327{) z:,~,2. | 
LEMMA 4.11. For k >_ 1, s >>_ 2 the algebras SD(3~3)~2 '~ and SD(3~) ~'~ 
are deri~ed equivalent. 
(For small parameters we make the usual identifications; i.e., in this case 
SD(3~@)~ 2 ~ SD(3J) I  ~ and SD(3Y¢~) L' ~ SD(3Y)*.) ~_-. 
Proof. We define the following complex Q = Q0 • Qj • Q2 of projec- 
tive SD(3~)~2'S-modules. Set Q0:0 ~ P2 -+ 0, QI: 0 ~ Pj --~ 0 (in degree 
(/~, ~) 
0), and Q:: 0~P~ eP ;  ~ P0 ~0 (in degrees 0 and -1) .  The 
reader may check that Q is a tilting complex. 
The Cartan matrix of End(O) is  (~-~i , 1 ] k+~ ~ ; i.e., it is equal to the 
\ l S s+]  ) 
Caftan matrix of SD(3~)  ~' s 
Let /3:Q0 --* Q~ and 5': Q1 ~ Qo be given by right multiplication with 
~/y and /38, respectively. Let 6:Q1 ~ Q2 be defined as ((¢a,~)~ ~) :  P1 
-~ P~ • P2 and let ~: Q2 ~ Q~ be the projection onto the first summand. 
Let A: Q2 ---' Q0 be the projection onto the second direct summand. 
From the definitions we deduce A6 = 5'(/~5')~ 1, ~/~ = 0, and g/~5' = 0. 
The homomorphism 5'~/ is homotopic to 0 via 6 :P0 ~ P,- The maps /3A 
and ~/($71) s-I are given by (0. Wy) and ((--1)s-loz s 1,0~ P1 OP2--~ P1, 
respectively. If s is even, a homotopy between them is provided by 
Y: P0. ~ PI" If s is odd, this homotopy map yields a relation /3A = 
-7 / (6~) ' -~ .  In this case the sign can be removed by applying a basis 
transformation on End(Q) °p defined by ~ ~ -~.  
Hence, in any case End(Q) °p ~ SD(3Y¢~) k''. | 
LEMMA 4.12. For k, s > 2 the algebras SD(3~)2 <~ and SD(3d¢') ~'k are 
derived equi~,alent. 
Proof. We define a complex Q = Q0 ~ Q1 • Q2 of projective 
8 
SD(3~)~"-modules by setting Q0:0 ~ P0 -~ P2 ~ 0 (in degrees 0 and 
- 1), QI: 0 -~ P0 ~ 0, and Q2:0 -~ P1 ~ 0 (in degree 0). It is left to the 
reader to check that Q is a tilting complex. 
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TheCar tanmatr ix° fEnd(Q)  i s (  "+1 ' ) ~-+, ~ ; i.e., it equals the Cartan 
1 k k+l  
matrix of SD(3~)" ~. 
Let ~: Q0 ~ Q~ be given bythe identity map idp0 and let ~" Q1 ~ Q0 
be given by p: Po ~ Po o Let 6:Q1 ~ Q2 and ~: Q2 ~ Q.1 be given by 
right multiplication with 3' and /3, respectively. And let A: Q2 ~ Q0 be 
given by (/33/) k- 1/3:P1 ~ P0. 
Directly from the definitions we deduce X6 = ; / ( /~)s  J /3X = 
~/(~)k ~, ~/~, = 0, and ~,~/= 0. The homomorphism ~6/3 is homotopic to 
0 via ~: P2 ~ P0 (use that y/3 = 6~ in SD(3~)2k's). 
Hence, End(Q) °p ~- SD(3~)  ~''k. | 
LEMMA 4.13. For k > 1, s > 3, t >_ 2 the algebra SD(3~;)  k's't is derived 
equivalent to S D(  3~Z/) ~" s, q 
Proof. It is clear from the definition that the parameters for SD(32,~) 
can be permuted, up to isomorphism of the algebra. So it suffices to 
construct a tilting complex Q for SD(32)  k'''t such that End(Q) °p --- 
SD(3~) .... k. Consider the complex Q = Q0 (9 Q1 (9 Q2 of projective 
(/3,n) SD(32)k,s't-modules defined by Q0:0 ~ P1 (9 P2 > P0 ~ 0 (in de- 
grees 0 and - 1), Qj: 0 ~ P2 ~ 0, and Q2:0 ~/ )1  -* 0 (in degree 0). It is 
left to the reader to check that Q is a tilting complex. 
The Cartan matrix of End(Q) is ,t+tk÷t ~- ; i.e., it is equal to the 
s k k + s 
Cartan matrix of SD(3~/ )  t' s, k 
Let /3:Q0 ~ Q1 and ~,: Q1 ~ Q0 be given by right multiplication with 
/36 and ~y, respectively. Let 6:Q1 -* Q2 be given by (~): P2 ~ PL (9 P2 
and let ~: Q~ ~ Q1 be given by the projection onto P2. Let 3.: Q2 ~ Q0 
be given by the projection onto P1 and let ~: Q0 ~ Q2 be given by 
( (~- )~-~I :  P~ ~ P' (9 P2. 
Then, by definition, ~,~/= 0, ~/= 0, Xg= ~,(/~;/)t-~, and /3X = 
~(~)k - i .  The homomorphism ~k is homotopic to 0 via 8 :P0 ~ P,- The 
maps 6/3 and K( xk ) ' - l :  Q0 ~ Q2 are given by (0, Vy) and 
((-1)'~-1~ '-1,0): P~ (9 P2 ~ PJ, respectively. If s is even, a homotopy 
between them is provided by y: P0 ~ P1. But if s is odd, one obtains the 
relation ~fi = -k (X~)"  1 in End(Q) °p. in this case the sign can be 
removed by a basis transformation on End(Q) °p given by k ~ -k  (note 
that the other relations are not affected by this transformation). Hence, in 
any case End(Q) °p ~ SD(3Jb/) I''' k. 
LEMMA 4.14. For k >_ 2 the algebras SD(3s¢/)~ and SD(3CC) k are derived 
eauivalen t.
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Proof. We define a complex Q = Qo (9 Q1 (9 Q2 of projective 
SD(3g~)lCmodules by setting Q0:0 ~ Po -+ 0 (in degree 0), QI: 0 --+ 
Po ~ P1 ~ 0, and Q2:0 --+ P0 + Pe ~ O (in degrees 0 and - 1). It is left 
to the reader to check that Q is a tilting complex for SD(3g~)I ~.
The Caftan matrix of End(Q) is { ~ _ ] ~ + ~ ; i.e., it is equal to the 
Cartan matrix of SD(3s¢)2 k. - . . . .  
Let /3:Q1 --> Q0 be given by the identity on P0 and let 9 :Q0 -+ Q1 be 
given by p: P0 -+ P0. Similarly, let ~: Q0 + Q2 be given by p: P0 + P0 
and let ~: Q2 --+ Q0 be given by the identity on P0. 
Then, by definition, /}~, = @. The homomorphisms 6/~(5,/?)k-~: Qa 
Q2 and 5,~(~/)k-1:Q2 + Q1 are both given by pk: P0 --+ P0 in degree 0. 
So they are homotopic to 0 via the maps /3:P1 --+ Po and ~/: P2 --+ P0, 
respectively. Hence, End(Q) °p ~- SD(3d)2 ~. | 
LEMMA 4.15. For k > 2 the algebras SD(3~)~ and SD(39-) ~ are derived 
equivalent. 
Proof. Let us consider another tilting complex Q = Q0 (9 Q1 (9 Q2 for 
SD(3~)~. Set Qo: 0 ~ P1 --+ 0, Q2:0 --+ Po ~ 0 (in degree 0), and QI: 
6 
0 --+ P0 --+ P2 -~ 0 (in degrees O and - 1). Again, it is left to the reader to 
check that Q is indeed a tilting complex. 
( 1 ~- ); i.e., it is equal to the The Cartan matrix of End(Q) is ~k 1 
l k k+l  
Cartan matrix of SD(3Y) k. 
Let /3:Q0 ~ Q1 and ~: Q2 ~ Q0 be given by right multiplication with 
and y, respectively. Let ~: Q2 + Q1 be given by p: P0 -+ Po and let 
~: Q1 ~ Q2 be given by the identity on P0. 
From the definition we directly deduce /3~ = ; / (~)k -1  (as 7/3 = Ok), 
~g/3 = 0, and .~6~ = 0. The homomorphism ~/3,~6:Q1 "-+ Q2 is homo- 
topic to 0 via 77:P2 ~ P0 (use that 3/13 = &/). Hence, End(Q) °p 
SD(3J )  ~. | 
So far we have proved the first part of the theorem of this section, 
namely that every algebra of semidihedral type with three simple modules 
is derived equivalent to SD(3~') ~' t,. c for suitable parameters a > b > c > 1 
with a > 2. It remains to show that for different (linearly ordered) param- 
eters the algebras of type SD(3~S) actually represent different derived 
equivalence classes. This is achieved by considering the centers of these 
algebras. Recall that the centers of derived equivalent algebras are isomor- 
phic as rings [12, 9.2]. 
LEMMA 4.16. Let a > b > c >_ 1 with a > 2 and denote by Za, b. C the 
center of  SD(3~)  a' b, c 
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(1) dim~rZa, b,C =a +b +c  + 1; a K-basis is gilbert by {1,/3y+ 
,) / /3,. . . ,  (/3,)/)a 1 _[_ (2//3)a 1 K/~ -b ]~K . . . . .  (K/~)b l ~_ (AK)b I ~7~ "4- 
7~ . . . . .  (~7~) c -1  -~- (T]~) c 1,(/3~/)a,(hK)b,(~7])c}. 
Let a' >_b' >_c' >_ 1 with a' >_2 and let Za, b,c, be the center of  
SD(3~)a,,  b', c' 
(2) Za, b, ~ and Z~,,b,,~, are isomorphic rings if and only if a = a', 
b =b ' ,andc  =c ' .  
(3) SD(3~)a, b. ~ and SD(3Y,)  ~'' b', c' are der&,ed equivalent if and only 
if a = a', b = b', and c = c'. 
Proof The arguments are very similar to the proof of the correspond- 
ing result for the dihedral algebras D(3~)  ~' b, c and are therefore omitted 
here. | 
5. DERIVED EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF ALGEBRAS 
OF QUATERNION TYPE 
We recall from [4, VII.l] that an algebra A is of quatemion type if 
• A is symmetric, indecomposable, and tame; 
° the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver of A consists only of tubes of 
rank < 2; 
° the Cartan matrix of A is nonsingular. 
Erdmann gave a list of basic algebras uch that any algebra of quater- 
nion type is Morita equivalent o one of the algebras in the list [4, pp. 
303-306]. The aim of this section is to describe the derived equivalence 
classes of algebras of quaternion type. 
5.1. Algebras of  Quaternion Type with Two Simple Modules 
For completeness and convenience we include the definitions of the 
basic algebras of algebras of quaternion type with two simple modules 
from [4, pp. 303-304] (where, in order to state our results in a unified 
form, we slightly modify the definition of type Q(2~J2)l in allowing the 
parameter k to be equal to 1). 
For k >_ 2 and c E K let Q(2sg)k(c) be defined by the quiver 
2k k+2 ' 
T 
with relations y/3y = (ya /3 )k - lya ,  /37/3 = (c~/3y)k-lo~/3, c~ 2 = 
(/3~,c~)~- J/3./+ c(/3,/o:)k, ~2/3 = 0° 
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For k >_ 1, s >_ 3 and a ~ K*, c ~ K let Q(2~')~'S(a,c) be defined by 
3 
the quiver 
4k 2k ) 
(0"  ®1)~ 2k k+s  ' 
4------ 
3' 
with relations T/3 = •s-1, ~y] = (Og/3'y)k-10{/3, Try= (3/0{/3)k-1")/O- ', 0{2= 
a(/3Y0{) k ~/37 + c(/3Ya) k, c~2/3 = 0, y0{ 2= 0 (where the last relation is 
only needed if k = 1). 
For s > 3, a e K*, c e K, and any polynomial p(x)  e K[x] with p(0) 
= 1 let Q(L.@)~(a, e; p(x))  be defined by the quiver 
3 (:+1 
~CO- -1~ -1  s+ ' 
%- 
with relations 0{/3 =/3~7, ~/y = y0{, /3y = 0{2p(0{), 3/13 = ~72p(~7) + a~f 1 
_[~ cT]s,  0{s+1 : 0 ,  7"] s+ l  : O, ,~0{s' - I  : 0 ,  0{s-1/3  : 0 .  
For t>3,  a ~K* ,  c, deK  let Q(2~)~(a, c, d) be defined by the 
3 
quiver 
2 t+ l  ' 
¢:.--- 
Y 
with relations oz/3 =/3~7, ~TY = Y0{, /3,/= 0{2 + co~3 ,y/3 _~. a~Tt-l + dTf, 
O{ 4 = 0,  77 l+ l  = 0,  ,.)/0{2 = 0,  0{2/3 = 0.  
If t = 3 then a v~ 1; if t > 3 then a = 1. For t > 3 write Q(2~)~(c,d)  
for Q(2~)~(1, c, d). 
The description of the derived equivalence classes for algebras of 
quaternion type with two simple modules will be more subtle than for the 
other classes already treated. One of the reasons being that there are a lot 
of scalars and even polynomials occurring in the relations. Our classifica- 
tion will not be complete as we are not attempting to deal with the 
question of different scalars. Nevertheless, we are going to prove that one 
of the preceding families already contains a complete set of representa- 
tives for the derived equivalence classes of algebras of quaternion type 
with two simple modules. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be an algebra of quaternion type with two sbnple 
modules. Then there exist k >_ 1, s >_ 3 and a ~ K*, c ~ K such that A is 
derived equivalent to Q(2~)~' S(a, c). 
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Note that this description does not refer to a polynomial p(x), although 
the definition of Q(2~') 2 did. In fact, we will see in Corollary 5.5 that up 
to derived equivalence one can choose p to be the constant polynomial 
p(x)  = 1. In the sequel this polynomial is denoted by 1. 
LEMMA 5.2 [8, 4.1.1]. For k >_ 2 and c E K the algebras Q(2sC)k(c) and 
Q(2~')12' k(1, c) are derived equivalent. 
(The definition for k = 2 gives Q(2~@)2,2(1, c )~-Q(2d)2(c) ,  so the 
lemma, although not very interesting, even makes sense in this case.) 
LEMMA 5.3. For t > 3 and c, d ~ K the algebra Q(2~')~(c, d) is derived 
equivalent to the algebra Q(2~)~(1, d - c + 3t,4; 1) (where ~t,4 denotes the 
Kronecker symbol). 
Proof. We define a complex Q = Q0 (9 Q1 of projective Q(2~)~(c, d)- 
Y 
modules by setting Q~: 0 --+ P1 --+ P0 ~ 0 (in degrees 0 and -1 )  and 
Q0:0 --* P1 -+ 0 (in degree 0). It is left to the reader to check that Q is a 
tilting complex. 
From the Caftan matrix (4 t 21) of Q(2~')~ one computes the Caftan 
matrix of End(Q) (using the alternating sum formula (2.3)) to be (~ + I ~ + ~), 
which is just the Cartan matrix of Q(2~')~. 
Let ~: Q1 --+ Q1 be given by r/: P1 --+ P1 in degree 0 and by a" P0 ~ P0 
in degree -1  (this is a homomorphism of complexes as ~3"-- 3,a). Let 
5': Q1 ~ Q0 be given by the identity map idp1 and let /3:Q0 ~ Qa be 
given by 72: PI ~ P1 (note that the latter is indeed a homomorphism of
complexes as rl2y = ~yoe = 3,a 2 = 0). Moreover, let 4 :Q0 -+ Q0 be given 
by right multiplication with -q on Pp 
From the definitions we deduce/3& = ~/3, 5'~ = 45', 5'/3 = 4 2, 4 t+~ = 0, 
~t+l = 0, and ~4 t-a = 0. The homomorphism 6t-15' is given by ~t-l :  P1 
P1. In Q(2~')~(c, d) we have the relation rf 1 = 3'/3 - drf. Multiplying 
by ~ and inserting the resulting expression gives ~t-1 = 3'/3 - d(y[3~l -
d71 t+l) = 3'(/3 - d/37/), as rf +~ = 0. Hence, &~-~5' is homotopic to 0 via 
the map /3 - d¢l~: P0 --+ P> 
It remains to show that there exists a relation of the form /35' = ~2 + 
~t 1 + ~ for some e ~ K. The map/35' is given by 7/2:P1 --+ P1 (and the 
zero map in degree -1) ,  whereas the map ~/~ + ~'-1 _{_ ~t  is given by 
72 + r/ 1 + e~, in degree 0 and by a 2 + O{ t - ]  -1- ca  t in degree -1 .  As 
t> 3 by assumption, we have a2+ o~t - l+eat=o~2+ at 1. The rela- 
tions in Q(22/y)~(e, d) give a 2 =/33' - co~ 3 =/37 - c~'03". A case distinc- 
tion seems to be convenient at this point. 
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Case t>4.  In this case ~/-~ + ~/t l+~/ t  is in degree -1  given by 
0/2 = (/3 _ c/371)7. Therefore, we choose as potential homotopy map /3 - 
c/3'0:P0 ~ P1. In order to fit in degree 0, we get the equation 7/3 - c7/371 
= "0~-1 + ~'0t = 7/3 - dY/3"0 + ~7/3"0, which forces ~ := d - c. 
Caset  = 4. Now~2 + 9~-i + 397t is in degree - lg ivenby  0/2 + 0/3 = 
/37 + (1 - c)/3717. Hence, a suitable candidate for the homotopy map is 
/3 + (1 - c)/371: Po -~ P1. Then in degree 0 we have to satisfy 7/3 + (1 - 
C)7/3. q = 713 _~_ ~714 = 7/3 + (C -- d)7/371, which implies ~ := d - c + 1. 
In any case we have shown that End(Q) °p -~ Q(2~)~(1, d - c + ~,,4; 1) 
as desired. | 
LEMMA 5.4. For  s > 3, a ~ K* ,  c ~ K,  and anypo lynomia lp (x )  ~ K[x ]  
with p (O)= 1 the algebra Q(22)~(a,  c ;p (x ) )  is derived equivalent to 
Q(2~')~(-a ,  - c /a ,  0). 
P roof  We define a complex Q = Q0 • Q1 of projective Q(2u~')~(a, c; 
T 
p(x))-modules by setting Q0:0 -+ P1 + P0 + 0 (in degrees 0 and -1 )  
and QI: 0 -~ P1 + 0 (in degree 0). It is left to the reader to check that Q 
is a tilting complex. 
The Cartan matrix of End(Q) is (4 ~ + ~), which is just the Cartan matrix 
of Q(2~_@)~. 
Let a: Q0 ---' Q0 be defined by "0:P1 -~ P1 in degree 0 and by a: P0 
P0 in degree - 1. Let /3:Q0 ~ Qi be given by the scalar multiple a • idel 
of the identity and let 9:Q1 ~ Q0 be given by 71"- 1:P1 + Pi (note that 
this defines a homomorphism of complexes as ~s-*  7 = yo~ ~-1 = 0). And  
let 9:Q1 ~ Q1 be given by right multiplication with ~ on P1- 
Then we can deduce from the definitions that /3a = ~//3, 99 = 85', 
9,+1 = 0, and ~2.~ = 0. AlSO /3")/ = a~ s 1; in particular, this implies d = 0 
as desired. The homomorphism /~82:Q0 + Q1 is given by a'02:P1 --+ P1. 
Writing p(x)  = 1 + p lx  + p2 x2 + . . . ,  we have in Q(2~')~(a, c;p(x) )  a 
relation '02 = 7/3 - (P l@ + P2@ + "'" ) - a'0 ~- ~ - c71 s. Multiplying by 
powers of '0 and successively removing the higher powers of '0 from the 
right-hand side of this expression, we deduce 712 ~ 7Q(2~.@)~. But then 
a'0 z factors through 7: P~ -+ Po, i.e., /~82 is homotopic to 0. 
The homomorphism &4: Qo --+ Qo is given by "04 in degree 0 and by a4 
in degree -1 .  From the relations in Q(2~)~(a, c; p(x) )  we have expres- 
sions ~4 = /3'02,y __p10/5 __p20/6  . . . .  and "04 = 7/3712 __p1'05 __p2716 
. . . .  (for the latter note that the terms a'0 ~ ~ and c'0 ~ in the relation for 
'02 vanish after multiplying by ~/2). Again, we successively remove the 
higher powers and eventually reach expressions 0/4 = /3'027 -- q l  /3'037 -- 
q2/3"047 . . . .  and 71 4 = 7/371 2 -- q17/371 3 - -  q27/3714 . . . .  with the same 
coefficients q, ~ K. Then the map/3rl 2 - ql/3713 _ q2/3"04 . . . .  : Po --+ P1 
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provides a homotopy between 44 and the zero map, i.e., 44= 0 in 
End(Q) °p. 
The homomorphism 5~/~ is given by at/s- 1:P1 --* PI (and the zero map 
in degree -1) .  On the other hand, the homomorphism 42 + (6z 3 is given 
by 72 + &73 in degree 0 and by oe 2 + ~0~ 3 in degree -1 .  Again, starting 
from the relations ~z = /33,--ploz 3 . . . . .  Ps_20e s and rt 2 = 7/3 -P173 
. . . . .  ps_2rls _ arlS I _ c7~, we obtain expressions a 2 = /33, +/51/373, 
-}- "'" q-/ss 2/3T~s-2y and T/2 = •/3 q- /51Y/37 q- "'" q- /ss -2Y /37  s 2 __ a r lS -1  
- c~/' for suitable coefficients /5, ~ K which are the same in both equa- 
tions. Similarly, we obtain expressions ~3 = c(/3~7Y + 4~/3~723, 
+ "" +q, 3/3rl *- 23,) and 573 = 5(3,t37 + c~,yl3rl 2 + "" +0~_3y/3~ s-2) - 
EaT* with the same coefficients c~; ~ K. Consider the map ~h: P0 + P1 
given by right multiplication with /3 + (/5~ + E)/3~/+ (/sa + g4~)/372 
+ "'" +(/5,-e + (0~-3)/3~ *-z: Po ---' P1. This will be the candidate for a 
homotopy between -5'/3 and 4 2 + 58 3 (for ( ~ K still to be chosen). 
Then clearly y o 4~ = oe 2 + ~a3; i.e., q~ fits as a homotopy in degree -1 .  In 
degree 0 we get q5 o y as right multiplication with 3,13 + (/5~ + 5)y/3rl + 
(/52 -~" C41)'Y/372 q- "'" -}-(Ps 2 q- Cqs-3)'Y/3T] s -2  = 7] 2 q- a7 s-] @ crl s + CT] 3 
+~a~/q For 4~ to become the desired homotopy, the equation 42 + a7 '~-~ 
+ c~ s + Srl 3 + 6a~" = 72 + &l 3 + aTq s-~ has to be satisfied, which is 
equivalent to g = - c /a .  Hence, we get the relation 5'/3 = - &2 + (c /a )43  
in End(Q) °p. 
Finally, we can remove the sign from this relation by performing the 
scalar basis transformation fi ~ - f i  on End(Q) °p. In fact, the two rela- 
tions which are affected by this transformation then take the form 9/~ = 
~2 (c /a )43  and /~5' = -a l l  s-a (note that we already know d = 0). 
Hence, End(Q) °p ~ Q(2~)~( -a ,  - c /a ,O)  and the lemma is proved. | 
As a consequence of the two preceding results, we obtain that the 
description of the derived equivalence classes of algebras of type Q(2J2)~ 
does not depend on the polynomial p occurring in the definition. 
COROLLARY 5.5. For s > 3, a ~ K*,  c ~ K, and any p(x )  ~ K[x]  the 
algebra Q(2~@)~(a, c; p(x) )  is derived equivalent to Q(2~')~(c/, 5;1) for  
suitable ~ ~ K*,  ~ ~ K. 
Remark 5.6. After having discovered that, up to derived equivalence, 
the algebras of type Q(2~)~ do not depend on the polynomial p, the 
natural question occurs whether or not the Morita classification actually 
does depend on p. The answer is "No." In fact, Erdmann recently refined 
the presentation of these algebras by showing that Q(2~.@)~(a, c;p(x) )  --- 
Q(22)~(a,  ~; 1) for a suitable E E K. As we are mainly concerned with 
derived equivalences, we do not include her argument here. But, of course, 
proving this result first, one could simplify parts of this section; Lemma 5.4 
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especially would be superfluous. However, it was the preceding results on 
derived equivalences which suggested considering the polynomials more 
closely and finally led to Erdmann's observation. So we decided to present 
the material in the previous form. 
The next result "embeds" this one-parameter family Q(2~')~ into the 
two-parameter family of type Q(2~) l  k' s. 
LEMMA 5.7. Fors > 3 anda ~ K*, c ~ Kthe algebra Q(232)~(a, c; 1) is 
derived equiL,alent to Q(23)  I" '(a, c - a2~s,4 ). 
Proof. We define a complex Q = Qare  Q1 of projective 
Q(2 ~2)l'~(a, c)-modules by setting QI: 0 ~ PI ~ P0 ~ 0 (in degrees 0 
and -1 )  and Q0:0 ~ P1 ~ 0 (in degree 0). It is left to the reader to 
check that Q is a tilting complex for Q(22)~' ffa, c). 
The Cartan matrix of End(Q) is (~ + ]:; + ~); i.e., it is equal to the Cartan 
matrix of Q(2G2)~. 
Let ~: Q1 -~ Q1 be defined by T/: PI ~ P1 in degree 0 and by oz: P0 
P0 in degree -1 .  Let 5': Q~ ~ Q0 be given by the identity map idp and 
2 I 
let /~: Q0 ~ Q~ be given by ~72:P1 ~ P~ (note that rl-y = y~ = 0). And 
let c~: Q0~ Q0 be given by right multiplication with ~7 on P1. 
Then /3~ = ~//3, ~,~ = 5~5,, )/3 = ~z, ~,+1 = 0 (note that ~+1 = r/2,//3 
= ,/a2/3 = 0), ~+i  = 0 (note that 0/~+1 = 0 as s > 3), and fic~ "-1 = 0. 
The homomorphism ~ 1;/ is given by ~s-1 = y/3; hence, it is homo- 
topic to 0 via /3:P0 ~ P~. 
For the remaining relation we have to find ~7 ~ K*, ( e K such that /~5' 
and ~/2 + ~7~/+-~ + ~ are homotopic. The former is given by ~/2:P1 ~ P1 
in degree 0 (and the zero map in degree -1) ,  the latter is given by 
~z + ~7,-1 + (~7~ in degree 0 and by a 2 + ~0/~-i + (0/s in degree -1 .  
From the relations in Q(2~)~"(a,  c )we deduce 0/3 = aa/3y and O~ 4 = 0. 
As s > 3, by assumption, 0/2 n t~ ~0/s  1 q_ ~0/s ~___ a /3y  + C/3'y0/ + ~0/s -  1. If 
s > 4 then this equals a/3y + c¢3~1y. Hence, we choose the homotopy map 
a/3 + c/3~7:P0 ~ P~. By definition, it fits in degree - 1. For degree 0, one 
has to find ~7 ~K* ,  g~K such that c~/~ ~ +~/*  = y(a /3+car l ) .  But 
the latter equals a~7 s- 1 + cyo~/3 = a~l'-1 + oqS. Hence, we choose c/= a, 
= c and we have shown that End(Q) °p --- Q(2~')~(a, c; 1) if s > 4. 
If s = 4, then Og 2 -~- ~s-1  _}_ ~ogs = 012 _~_ ~013 = (aft + (c + da)o~/3) 7. 
So a candidate for a homotopy map is a/3 + (c + 6a)a/3:P0 ~ P~. For 
degree 0 we get the equation c~rf-~ + &l~ = a~7 ~ ~ + (c + da),/~, so we 
choose d = a, d = c + a 2 in this case. 
Hence, End(Q) °p ~ Q(2~)~(a, c + a2; 1) if s = 4. II 
We finally have to deal with the algebras of type Q(2~)  3, which are not 
covered by the previous results. It will be convenient first to observe that 
the presentation of the algebras of type Q(2~')~ can be refined. 
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Remark  5.8. For t >_3 and a ~K* ,  c ,d~K there exists d~K such 
that Q(2~)~(a, c, d) ~ Q(2 a~3')~(a, 0, if). 
In fact, consider the basis transformation on A = Q(2~)~(a, c, d)  given 
by y ~ y(1 - ca )  =: ~/(note that 1 - ca  is a unit in A). Then we obtain 
the relations /3~, = /33' - c /3ya = oe: + COg 3 - -  COg 3 -'}- C2Ol 4 ~--- Og 2 and ~,fi 
= 7t9 - cyc~/3 = a~?* 1 _[_ dTt _ caTt  _ cdTt+l  = a~?, ~ + if7* with d := 
d - ca. 
Note that all other relations are not affected by this basis transforma- 
tion, so we get the desired isomorphism. 
Given any algebra of type Q(2~)~, we may assume by the preceding 
remark that it has the form Q(2~)~(a ,  O, d) for some a ~ K* and d ~ K. 
It is then readily checked that these algebras already occur in the family 
Q(2~)  1 (using our slightly modified definition). In fact, Q(2~)~(a ,  0, d) -= 
Q(2~) l '3 (a - l ,da -2) .  Hence, Theorem 5.1 also holds for algebras of 
type Q(23Y) 3. 
5,2. Algebras o f  Quaternion Type with Three Simple Modules  
For the convenience of the reader, we include here the definition of the 
basic algebras of Erdmann's list, in the case of algebras of quaternion type 
with three simple modules [4, pp. 304-306]. 
For integers k,s>__2and d~K*( i fk=s=2then d~ 1, else d= 1) 
let Q(3sc)f 's (resp. Q(3Y)~'S(d) if k = s = 2) be the algebra defined by 
the quiver 
, 
/3 6 
• -2 k k+ 1 1 , 
~__ s 1 s+l  
"7- 
with relations /3&? = (/3y) k- 1/3, 6ny = (7/3)k- ~y, 7Y/3 = d(76) s- 17, Y/36 
= d(67) s- 18, /3676 = 0, n-//3T = 0. 
For k >_ 2 let O(3ag)2 k be the algebra defined by the quiver 
/3 6 
0 
1- • •2  
<____. <_.____ 
T 71 
4k 2k 2k 1 
2k k+2 k ), 
2k k k+2 
with relations fiYfi = ( f iaTT)k - J f i67 ,  T137 = (&/Y/3)k-167Y, 767 = 
(73'/36) k- 177/3, 6Va = (3,/3an) *- 23,/36,/3,//36 = O, n6~3, = O. 
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For k >_ 1, s >_ 3 let Q(3S-2) k'' be defined by the quiver 
/3 a 
- -~ > [4k  2k  2k  
C1• O• o2 [ 2k k + s k , 
,___ 2k k k+2 
with relations /3Y = a'~ t, ~/3 = (/367y)A-1/36~?, 7a = (67y/3)k-16~ly, 
7a7 = (7~,/3a) k ~m,/3, aTa  = ( ; , /3a7)~-~, / /3a,  ~°-/3 = o , /3a7~ = o. 
For k _> 2, s > 3 let Q(3~') k'* be defined by the quiver 
/3 ~3 
1• (.7) •2 
4------ 
P 
k+s k k l 
k k+l  k - l J ,  
k k -1  k+l  
with  re la t ions  /3p = 0, py = O, rip 2 = O, p26 = O, 6 7 --  7/3 = ps -1 ,  7P  = 
(rl6)k-lrl, p6 = (~ir/)k-16, (/3y)k ~/36 = 0, (r16)k-17y = O. 
For k >_ 1, s, t > 3 denote by Q(3~)  x~'~'~ the algebra defined by the 
quiver 
with 
/3 6 
~ C1• 0 •2 ) ~ 2k k + s 
,__ <__ 2k k k+t ]  
relations /3y = ol s-l, 7oe = (677/3)~-167y, ~/3 = (/3a~y)k-1/367, 
76 = ~,-1 6~ = ( y/367)k-~y/36, ~rl = (rly/3a )k-~rw/3, o~2/3 = O, 6"06 = O. 
For a, b, c >__ 1 (at most one parameter equal to 1) let Q(33z) a" b, c be the 
algebra defined by the quiver 
/3 
2 
with relations /36 = (KA)a-~K, 
a+b b a ) 
b a+c  c , 
a c a +c  
77 = (AK)a - IA ,  aA = (-y/3Y 17, K7 = 
( /3~,?-~/3,  A/3 : (nay  17, ~,K : (67)  c la, ~,/3a : o, ~7~' = o, AK7 = 0. 
If A is an algebra of quaternion type with three simple modules, then A 
is Morita equivalent to one of the preceding algebras [4]. 
The main result of this section describes the derived equivalence classes 
of algebras of quaternion type with three simple modules. 
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THEOREM 5.9. Let A be an algebra of quaternion type with three simple 
modules (and assume that A is not Morita equi~alent to Q(3s)~';). Then 
there exist integers a, b, c such that A is deri~ed equi~alent to Q(3~) ~' b, c 
More precisely, the algebras Q(3~)"' v' ~ wher the triple (a, b, c) runs ot~er the 
set {(a, b, c) ~ N3 I a >__ b >_ c, b >_ 2, (a, b, c) va (2, 2, 1)} form a complete 
set of representati~,es for the derit~ed equivalence classes of algebras of quater- 
nion type with three simple modules. 
The proof of the theorem consists of a series of lemmas, each proving 
certain algebras of the previous list to be derived equivalent. The structure 
of the proof can be indicated as follows: 
Q(3~)~ ~ Q(3~' )  a, k Q(3~2)k , ,  ~ Q(3,7/)~_,,, k
I 
Q(3~)k . , , t  ~ Q(32~)k, s,t 
O(3g~)~,~ ~ Q(3S~)lk,, ~ O(3~@)l,k,, 
LEMMA 5.10 [8, 4.2.1]. For k >_ 2 the algebras Q(3H)~ and Q(3~J2) a'k 
are deric, ed equi~alent. 
(Note that, by definition, for k --- 2 one has Q(3 ~2) z2 ~ Q(3.~/)~, so the 
lemma includes this case, although the type Q(32) 2"2 was not defined 
before.) 
LEMMA 5.11. For k > 1, s > 3 the algebra Q(3~)  k's is derived equit~a- 
lent to Q(32U) 2" s,~ 
(As, by the definition of Q(3~), the parameters can be permuted, up to 
isomorphism, one could equally well state that Q(3~) k's is derived equiva- 
lent to Q(3~) ~' ~'2.) 
Proof. We define a complex Q = Q0 G Q1 ® Qz of projective 
~/~,~) 
Q(3~)k'S-modules by setting Q0:0 -~ P1 • P2 ~ P0 ~ 0 (in degrees 
0 and -1), Q1:0 ~ P1 ~ 0, and Q2:0  ~ P2 ~ 0 (in degree 0). It is left 
to the reader to check that Q is a tilting complex. 
The Cartan matrix of End(Q)is ('~ 2k~k k+2~ ); i.e., it is equal to the 
Cartan matrix of Q(3~) ~''' ~. 
Let /~: Qo ~ Qt be given by (id,0): P1 • P2 -~ P1 and let ~,: Q1 --~ Q~ 
given by ((¢~,~)~ ¢~): P1 ~ P~ • P2. Let 6:Q1 ~ Q2 and ~/: Q2 -~ QI be 
be given by right multiplication with /36 and ~y, respectively. Let ~: Qo 
Qa be given by projection/_°nt°~ the second direct summand and let 
A: Q~-~ Qo be given by [('7~t~-~,): P2 ~ P1 ® r2- 
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The homomorphisms 6/3 and ~ak are given by (/36, 0) and (0 , -  ~/8), 
respectively• A homotopy between them is provided by 8:P0 -~ P~. Di- 
rectly from the definition we have 5d/= ~A,  /3~ = g/(6~/) k 1, kS' =- 
6(~6) k ~, 6/~';/= 0, ~7/6 = 0, and 71~,~ = 0. Also, by definition, 
X6 = ( -~) '~( t~)  ~-1 (3) 
The homomorphisms ~/~ and /3(~,/3)'-1. Qo ~ Q~ are given by (0, 73/7 and 
((-1)*-loz s ~,0): P1 • P2 ~ P> If s is even then 3/: Po ~ Pl provides a 
homotopy between them; and in this case the sign in the relation (*) 
vanishes. But if s is odd, the homotopy map 3, yields the relation 
The signs from ( , )  and ( 3 , ) can be removed by performing a scalar basis 
transformation on End(Q) °p defined by t? ~ - ~ and 5, ~ - ~, (in fact, 
the relations (3) and (3 , )  change signs and the other relations are not 
affected by this transformationT. 
Hence, in any case End(Q) °p ~ Q(3~") 2,~k. | 
LEMNA 5.12. For k >_ 2, s > 3 the algebras Q(3~) k'~ and Q(3d) k~ are 
derit,ed equiualent. 
Proof. We consider the following complex Q = Q0 • Q1 • Q2 of pro- 
jective Q(3J)~'~-modules. Set Q0:0 --+ P0 --+ 0, Q2:0 --+ P1 ~ 0 (in de- 
gree 0), and Q1:0 ~ P0 ~ P2 --+ 0 (in degrees 0 and - 1). It is left to the 
reader to check that Q is a tilting complex for Q(3d) k' q 
• [~+, k ) of Q(3o~)~ '  one computes the From Cartan matrix  ~- k + I ! 1 
\ s 1 s 
Car tanmatr ixo fEnd(Q)  tobe  (~,  +k k ) ~- ~- I ~; { ' which is just the Cartan 
matrix of Q(3~)k'q 
Let 7/: Q~ -~ Q0 and 6:Q0 ~ Q2 be given by right multiplication with 
/3 and 3/, respectively. Let /5:Q0 ~ Q0 be given by 8rl: P0 ~ P0- Let 
"Y: Q0 ~ Q1 be defined by 3//3 - (&7) s 1:P0 ~ P0. Note that this gives a 
homomorphism of complexes as 3//38 = (&17' 18 in Q(3H)~" (recall that 
d = 1 for the parameters considered in this lemma). Let /3:Q1 ~ Q0 be 
given by the identity map on P0. 
The composition /5/3 is homotopic to 0 via ~/: P2 ~ P0. From the 
definitions we deduce ~,/5 = 0 (in fact, it is given by 87(3//3 - (&/)s-i) = 
&13//3 - (St/) s = 0), /52~/= 0, 6/52 = 0 (given by &I&lY = &/(3//3)k-IT = 0 
as k > 2), ~/6 - /35' = /5,-1 (the former given by 3'/3 - (3//3- (8~)' 1) = 
(sT]Ts-1), /5~= ~(6~)k  1 (given by /38~ = (/33/)k-1/3), 6/5= 8(@) k 1 
(given by 8r/3/= (3//3)k A T), and 5,~/( 6~/)k- 1 = 0 (given by (/33/)k- 1/3 (3//3 -- 
(Sn)s  1) = 07. 
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Finally, ~/~(~,/~)k 1 is given by (3,/3 - (&/)" l ) k -1 , ) /  = ( ] / /3 )k - i ] /  = 37~')/. 
It is therefore homotopic to 0 via ~Y: P2 ~ P1. 
As the dimensions agree there are not further elations and End(Q) °p 
Q(3~) ~''. | 
LEMMA 5.13. For k, s >_ 2, not k = s = 2, the algebra Q(3~¢')1 k's is de- 
rived equivalent o Q(35~)1' k, s. 
(If k = 2 or s = 2 then interpret he lemma via Q(357~) l'z's -- Q(3~)  l's 
Q(32)1, s,2.) 
Proof. As (k, s) 4= (2, 2) by assumption, we have d = 1 for the scalar in 
the relations of k s Q(3o~/) 1 . The definition of Q(3~/) 1is symmetric in k, s so 
we may assume k >_ 2, s >_ 3. 
We define a complex Q = Q0 • Q • Q2 of projective Q(3sc)~"-mod- 
(/3,~t 
ules by setting Q0:0 ~ Pt @ Pa > P0 ~ 0 (in degrees 0 and - 1) and 
QI: 0 ~ Pa ~ 0, Q2:0 ~ Pe ~ 0 concentrated in degree 0. Again, it is 
left to the reader to check that Q is a tilting complex. 
The Cartan matrix of End(Q) is (! "k~11 s+2) " ie' '  it is equal t° t h e 1  
Cartan matrix of Q(3_@') 1" k. 3. 
Let &: Q1 --* Q1 and ~: Q~ ~ Q2 be given byright multiplication with 
/33' and r/3, respectively. Let ~,: Q0 ~ QJ and 3:Q0 ~ Q2 be given by 
projection onto the first and second direct summand, respectively. Let 
/3:Q1 ~ Q0 be given by ((~%~): P1 ~ P1 ~ P; and let ~/: Q2 ~ Q0 be 
given by ((;~7-,): P2 ~ P1 ® P2. 
Then, by definition, ~,~= c~ ~'-1, 6~= (x- l ,  ~=3~ (a s /33~,= 
(/3y) ~, both are given by ((/3y)k, 0): P1 ~. P1 * P2), ~ =/3~,~, and /~&a 
= 0. The homomorphisms &~, and ~,~6 are homotopic via the map 
3/: P0--~PI" Similarly, ~3 is homotopic to 3/3~, via 3:P0 ~P2.  The 
homomorphism 6~3:Q0 ~ Q2 is given by (0, (r/3 )'-1): P1 • Pz ~ P2. As 
we have assumed s >_ 3, the homotopy map (3~7)'-23:P0 ~ P2 shows that 
6~6 is homotopic to 0 (in fact, /3(3~)'-23 = 0 for s > 3). 
As the dimensions agree there are no further relations and End(O) °p 
Q(3~) l'k''. | 
QUESTION. What about Q(3o~)~'2(d)? 
LEMMA 5.14. For k >_ 1, s >_ 2, t >_ 3 the algebra Q(3~)  ~'~'t is derived 
equivalent o the algebra Q(3Jd) ~ .... . 
Proof. From the definition of Q(3~) it is clear that the parameters can 
be permuted, up to isomorphism of the algebra. So it suffices to construct 
a tilting complex Q = Q0 (9 Q~ ~ Q2 for Q(3~) ~'~'~ such that End(Q) °p 
Q(3~) t, ~'. ~. 
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(t~, n) 
Set Q0:0 ~ P1 @ P2 > P0 --* 0 (in degrees 0 and -1 )  and QI: 0 
P1 ~ 0, Q2:0  ~ P2 ---) 0 concentrated in degree 0. It is left to the 
reader to check that Q is a tilting complex for Q(32)  k' ~'t. 
The Cartan matrix of End(Q) is  {s+~+~! , / '  which is equal to the 
/ \ 
Cartan matrix of Q(3X)" ~' ~. 
Let /3:Q0 ~ Q1 and k: Q0 ~ Q2 be given by projection onto the first 
and second direct summand, respectively. Let 6: Q~ ~ Q2 and ~: Q2 ~ Q1 
be given by right multiplication with /38 and 7/7, respectively. Let 5': Q1 
Q0 be defined by ((~,~-)~ ~):" P1 ~ P1 @ P2 and let ~: Q2 ~ Q0 be 
by ((,vfia)~ %v): P2 ~ PJ @ P2. 
¢ k 
defined 
From the definitions we deduce ~/= ( -  1)~(k,~) t 1 (use (~17/38) ~:= ~t), 
~g= ( -1 )~( f i~)  s-~ (use (/3an~) k= ~) ,  ~ = ~(g~)~ 1, ~= 
g(~g)~ 1, gfi~, = 0, ~?~g = 0, and ~/~A = 0. The homomorphism g/3 + 
( -1 )  t-lk('~k)t-l: Q0 -~ Q2 is given by ( /38 ,~ t 1): P1 @P2 ~P2-  It is 
homotopicto 0 via 8:P_0 ~ P1 (use that ~t-1 = ~8); i.e., one obtains the 
relation 8 /3=( -1)~(A~Y -1. Similarly, one gets the relation ~= 
(-1)~fi(~,fi) ~-1 (via the homotopy map 7 :P0  --* P1)- 
In order to remove the signs occurring in four of the preceding relations, 
we can perform a scalar basis transformation on End(Q) °p given by 
~ -~ and ; /~  - ; /  (in fact, it is easy to see that in the four relations 
the signs vanish and that all other relations are not affected by this 
transformation). 
Hence, End(Q) °p ~ Q(3~S) "~'k and the lemma is proved. I 
We have proved up to now that any algebra of quaternion type with 
three simple modules (which is not Morita equivalent o Q(3~)z'2(d)) is 
derived equivalent o Q(35S) k' s.t for suitable parameters t >_ s >_ k _> 1 
where s _> 2, t >__ 3. It remains to show that for different (linearly ordered) 
parameters the algebras of type Q(3Y) actually represent different derived 
equivalence classes. Analogous to the dihedral and semidihedral case, this 
is achieved by considering the centers of the algebras. Recall that the 
centers of derived equivalent algebras are isomorphic as rings [12, 9.2]. 
LEMMA 5.15. Let  a > b >>_ c >_ 1 where b >_ 2 and let Za, b,~ be the center 
of  Q(3~) ~' b, c. 
(1), dimKZ,, bc =a +b +c  + 1; a K-basis is given by (1,/37+ 
7/3 . . . .  (/37)~ 1 ~ (7/37-1, KA + AK,... ,(K,~) ~ I + (AK)~-I, a'q + 
na . . . .  , (sn)~-  1 + (ha)c -1  (/3~,),, (AK)~, (an)c}. 
Let a' > b' >__ c' > 1 with b' >_2 and let Z~, v,,c, 
Q(3~-),', b', c'. 
be the center o f  
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(2) Za, b, c and Za,. b'. c' are isornorphic as rings if and only if a = a', 
b =b ' ,andc  =c ' .  
(3) The algebras Q(3S) ~' b, c and Q(3~) ~'' b', c, are deriL~ed equivalent if 
and only if a = a', b = b', and c = c'. 
The proof is completely analogous to the dihedral and semidihedral case 
and is therefore omitted here. 
6. TAMENESS 
In this section we address the following problem [1, Q4.3]: Are all 
algebras in Erdmann's list actually tame? 
Recall that Erdmann just gave a list of "candidates" such that any 
algebra of dihedral, semidihedral, or quaternion type is Morita equivalent 
to an algebra of this list. As we will have to distinguish these candidates 
from the actual algebras of the above types, we say that an algebra is of 
quasi-dihedral, quasi-semidihedral, or quasi-quaternion type if it is Morita 
equivalent to an algebra of Erdmann's list. To be precise, for semidihedral 
algebras with two simple modules, we introduced the new family SD(2~)4, 
refining the definition of algebras of type SD(2~) 3. So we consider the 
family SD(2~)  3 as to be removed from the list and replaced by the family 
SD(22)  4. 
Using degenerations, some of the algebras could already be shown to 
have tame representation type. More precisely, one can use a result of 
Geiss saying that if an algebra A~ admits a degeneration i to a tame 
algebra A 0, then A 1 itself is tame [6]. But these techniques did not seem 
to suffice to answer the above question completely. By bringing derived 
equivalences into the game, we will show that (with the possible exceptions 
of algebras of types Q(22)~ and Q(3J)  2'2) all algebras of Erdmann's list 
with two or three simple modules are of tame representation type. For the 
local algebras it was already known that they are of tame representation 
type (see, for instance, [4, III.1.2] for the precise statement, and also 
Ringel's classification of tame local algebras [14]). Altogether we then have 
the following main result of this section. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be an algebra of quasi-dihedral, quasi-sernidihedral, 
or quasi-quaternion type and assume that A is not Morita equivalent o an 
algebra of type Q(2~)33 and Q(3d)~ '2. Then A is of  tame representation type. 
We have explained in Proposition 2.2 how derived equivalences enter 
this question, namely if two self-injective algebras are derived equivalent 
and one of them is tame, then so is the other. Applied to our problem, this 
means that if we can show one representative of each derived equivalence 
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class to be tame, then we are done. This will then usually be achieved by 
constructing a degeneration i to an algebra of quasi-dihedral type. That 
these algebras are actually tame can be shown by standard arguments. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Any algebra of quasi-dihedral type with two or three 
simple modules is of tame representation type. 
Proof It is well known that special biserial algebras have tame repre- 
sentation type. Going through Erdmann's list, one checks that the algebras 
of quasi-dihedral type are special biserial, with the only exceptions 
D(2sg)k(1) and D(2~)k"(1) .  For these algebras we have to refine the 
argument. Let A be one of these algebras. If we factor out the socle 
S = soc(A), then A and A = A/S  have the same representation type. In 
fact, the indecomposable modules for A are given by the indecomposable 
A-modules plusthe indecomposable projective A-modules [5]. 
In our case, A is special biserial (as the relation O/2 = (OL/~'~) k becomes 
0/2 = 0 in A), hence tame. | 
6.1. Quasi-semidihedral Type: Two Simple Modules 
Given any algebra of quasi-semidihedral type with two simple modules, 
it is derived equivalent o SD(2~)~'t(c) or SD(2~)~z't(c) for suitable 
k _> 1, t > 2, and c ~ {0,1} (where k + t >_ 4 for SD(2~)2).  
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let k > 1, t >_ 2, and c ~ {0,1}. 
1. SD(2~)f ' t (c)  can be degenerated into D(2~)k't(c).  
2. SD(2~2)f't(c) has tame representation type. 
Proof. 1. Consider the algebra A r given by the quiver of type (2~g') 
and the relations yfi = O, TJ'N = O, t~'?'] = O, 0/2 __ C( ~ ,y0 / )k  = 
r~,( ~,0/)k 1~,. ~t = (y0/¢3 )~, (0/~,)~ = (~,a )  k. 
Then A 0 ~-D(2~)~'t(c)  and A 1 ---SD(2~)f 't(c).  Consider the base 
change on A 1 induced by ~ = Tk~, fl = T -~,  ~ = T2ty, ~ = T2~. Then 
for T ~ K* we find the relations of At;  i.e., A r ~ SD(2~')f.'(c) for 
T ~ K*. Hence, A 0 - - -D(2~)k' t (c)  is a degeneration of A 1 --- 
SD(2~)~' '(c). 
2. Follows by Part 1 and Geiss' criterion as algebras of quasi-di- 
hedral type are tame. | 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let k >_ 1, t > 2, where k + t >>_ 4 and let c e {0, 1}. 
1. SD(2~)~'t(c) can be degenerated into D(2~)k'~(c). 
2. SD(2~)~z't(c) is of tame representation type. 
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Proof 1. We define the algebra A T by the quiver of type (2 ~,~) and the 
relations /3TI = T3kt -  2(k +t)( oz/3"y)k- loL~, TIT = r 3kt 2(k +t)(')/od/3 )k -  l')/ol, ")/~ 
= T3kt-2(k+OTi ` - I ,  oz 2 = C(a/3"y) k, /3712 = O, )q2,)/ = O, (o l~y)  k = (~')/ol)  k, 
(y~/3)k  = TI,. 
Note that the assumption k + t >_ 4 implies that the exponents 3kt - 
2(k + t) are positive. Clearly, A 0 -= D(2~)k ' t (c )  and A 1 ~-SD(2~)k'~(c). 
Consider the base change on A~ induced by ~ = T-~ta, /3 = Tk)3, ~, = 
T-2ty, -~ = T 2k~/. Then for any T ~ K* we get exactly the relations of 
At.  Hence, A 0 ~ D(2~)~'t (c)  is a degeneration of A 1 ~ SD(2~)~z't(c). 
2. Follows from Part 1. I 
COROLLARY 6.5. Any algebra of quasi-semidihedral type with two simple 
modules is of tame representation type. 
Proof By our work on derived equivalences, any algebra under consid- 
eration is derived equivalent o one the algebras of Propositions 6.3 and 
6.4. Now use the fact that a derived equivalence between self-injective 
algebras preserves the representation type (Proposition 2.2). | 
6.2. Quasi-semidihedral Type: Three Simple Modules 
By our study of derived equivalence classes, any algebra of quasi-semidi- 
hedral type with three simple modules is derived equivalent to SD(3~)  a" b, c 
for suitable integer parameters a _> b _> c _> 1 with a >_ 2. 
PROPOSmON 6.6. For a >__ b >__ c >__ 1 the following hold. 
1. SD(3X) a'b'C has a degeneration into the algebra D(3H)  ~'b'c of 
quasi-dihedral type. 
2. SD(3Js~)a, b, c is of tame representation type. 
Using Proposition 2.2, we obtain the immediate consequence 
COROLLARY 6.7. Any algebra of quasi-semidihedral type with three simple 
modules has mine representation type. 
Proof of Proposition 6.6.1. For any positive integers u, w, y let A r be 
the algebra defined by the quiver of type (3~)  and the relations KTI = 0, 
~)y = O, y~: = O, ~A = TU+W+Y(y~)a- lT ,  ~(~ = T"+w+Y(KA) b ~K, h/3 = 
Tu+"+Y(TI6) ~- %, (/37) ~ = (KA) b, (AK) b = (•6) c, (6TI) ~ = (y/3) a. 
Then, dearly, A 0 ---D(3J/) ~'b'c and A 1 m SD(3~/)~'b'L Consider the 
change of basis in A 1 given by fi = T~/3, ~/= T-"y, 8 = TW6, ~ = T-~TI, 
A = TYA, ~= T YK. 
Then we find for T ~ K* just the relations of A T. Thus, A 0 ~ D(3~)  ~'~''~ 
is a degeneration of A 1 -= SD(3G/) ~'t~'~ 
2. Follows from Part 1 by applying Geiss' criterion. | 
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6.3. Quasi-quaternion Type: Two Simple Modules 
The result of our study of derived equivalences in this case yields that 
any algebra of quasi -quaternion type, which is not Mor i ta  equivalent to an 
algebra of type Q(2~y)~, is Mor i ta  equivalent to Q(2~)k's(x, y) for 
suitable k>_ 1, s >3wi th  k+s  > 4and x ,y  ~K.  
PROeOSIT~ON6.8. Let k >__ 1, s >_ 3 with k + s > 4 and let x, y ~ K. 
1. Q(2~_.~)k's(x, y) has a degeneration i to the algebra D(2~')le'~(0) of 
quasi-dihedral type. 
2. Q(2~.~)~"(x, y) is of tame representation type. 
Proof. As algebras of quasi -dihedral  type are tame, Part  2 follows from 
Part 1 by the degenerat ion cr iter ion of Geiss. 
To prove Part 1, consider the algebra A r def ined by the quiver of type 
(2J2)  and the relat ions yfi = TelTI  s 1, /~T/ = Te'-(a/3y) le logiC, Tl'y = 
Te 3( yoe [3 ) le- 1Toe , oe 2 = x Te 4( /3ya, )le- ~/3 y + y Tes( /3ya )k, (af iy) le = (/3yoe)le, 
(Ta f t )  k = ~7 s, for integer exponents ej > 0 still to be determined.  
If we find such posit ive exponents, then A 0 ~ D(2 °._/2)le's(0) and A 1 
_Q(2~)lk'*(x, y). In order  to per form a base change on A 1, set ~ = Taa, 
= Tb~, ~/= T~T, ~ = Te~ for some integers a, b, c, e. We obtain the 
relations ~,~= Tb+C-(S-l)egTs-1 , ~ = T -ka-(le i)b (le-1)c+e(-~g~l)k-l~ ' 
"~2 = xT- (k -  3)a leb-kc( ~-~l~)l,'- l~  "4- yT - (k -  e)a-leb-k~( ~a)  le, -~/ = 
T-lea-f~," 1)b-(le l ) c+e(~)k - I  Ta ,  and ~ = T-lea-leb-lec+se(Ta~Jk. 
We want to show that A r ~ A, = Q(2~){'*(x ,y)  for T ~ K*. To this 
end we have to choose the exponents e~, . . . ,  e 5 appropriately.  We distin- 
guish several cases. 
I f k>_30rk=2,  s>_3 ,  thenchoose  a =c  =0,  b = -s ,  and e = -k .  
Then we choose the exponents in the degenerat ion as e~ = -s  + (s - 1)k, 
e 2 = e 3 = (k - 1)s - k, e 4 = e 5 = ks. Note that by our assumptions on 
k ,s  we indeed get e j>0 for j=  1 . . . .  ,5. With these choices we get 
A r = A~ for T ~ K*. So A 0 is a degenerat ion of A 1 in this case. 
I f k=s  = 2, then choose a =b= -1 ,  c = 0, and e = -2 .  Hence, the 
exponents in the degenerat ion are chosen as e L = e, = e 3 = e 4 = l and 
e 5 = 2. Again, A T ~ A~ for T ~ K* and A 0 is a degenerat ion of A~. 
If k = 1, then s > 4 by assumption. In this case we may choose a = - 5, 
b = -4s  + 5, c = 0, and e = -4 .  Then for the exponents in the degener- 
ation we get e~ = e 2 = e 3 = 1, e 4 = 4s - 15 > 0, and e 5 = 4s - 10 > 0. 
Thus, again A T ~ A~ for T ~ K* and A 0 is a degenerat ion of A I. | 
The degenerat ion argument as above does not work for the algebras of 
type Q(2°J2)~. But a proof  that these algebras are actually tame (by 
different methods using covering techniques) can be found in [2, (4.4)]. 
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Altogether we obtain 
COROLLARY 6.9. Let A be an algebra of  quasi-quatemion type with two 
simple modules. Then A is of  tame representation type. 
6.4. Quasi-quatemion Type: Three Simple Modules 
Any algebra of quasi-quaternion type with three simple modules, which 
is not Morita equivalent to an algebra of type Q(3s¢) 2'2, is derived 
equivalent Q(3~T) ~' b, c for suitable a >_ b >_ c >_ 1 with b >_ 2 and (a, b, c) 
v~ (2,2,1). 
PROPOSITION 6.10. Let a >__ b > c >_ 1with b >_2 and assume (a ,b ,c )  
(2, 2, 1). 
1. Q(3jT)a, b. c has a degeneration i to the algebra D(3~')  ~' b, ~ of quasi- 
dihedral type. 
2. Q(3~/)a. b, ~ has tame representation type. 
Proof. Consider the algebra A r defined by the quiver of type (3~)  and 
the relations y/36 = 0, 6~y = 0, AKrl = 0, /36 = T<(KA) a- 1K, 1"7")/ = 
Te:(AK)a-~A, 6A = Te3(T/3)I)-IT, K~] = Te4(/3T)b-1/3 , A/3 = Te'('o~)c-l'o, 
~K = Te6(sV) c ~, (AK)" = (n~) ~, (/3~,)b = (KA)", (an)  c = %,/3P, for ex- 
ponents ej > 0 still to be determined. As long as ej > 0 we have A 0 -= 
D(3~)  ~'b'~ and A 1 --- Q(3 f )~ 'h 'q  
For T ~ K* we study the base change on A 1 induced by ~ = T-a~/3, 
~, = T "~T, 6 = T-a~'6, -~ = T-~b~, -A = z-bcA, ~ = T bcK. If  we choose 
ej = 2abc - ab - ac - bc for j = 1 . . . . .  6, then we find exactly the rela- 
tions of A r. Thus, A 0 is a degeneration of A1, if we can show that the 
integer exponents ej are actually positive. This is easily verified if c > 2 or 
c = 1, a >_ 3 as in our assumptions, thus proving Part 1. 
As usual, Part 2 follows from 1. II 
The algebras Q(3sC)~,2(d) (where dva 1) are not covered by the above 
degeneration argument. But a proof  of tameness for these algebras (again 
by covering techniques) can be found in [3, (3.4)]. Thus, we obtain the 
following consequence. 
COROLLARY 6.11. Let A be an algebra of  quasi-quaternion type with three 
simple modules. Then A is of  tame representation type. 
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